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Riots hare been v l th us sinoe long. l t « # 
havQ been fought, treat ies made and peace r<Ml^f«if 
but th i s casual 1111 Ings of men and chlldrea inp 
desperate destruction of proper-^ i s p e r s l s t l ^ 
iasj^lte of changes in the p o l i t i c a l and soeloi^ IMi 
of India. One hardly needs a def in i t ion or d««e»#y^«» 
of th i s mass k i l l i n g , in Indian knows i t s 
Impact, being a helpless and s i l e n t spectator of 
v io lent and explosive rupture of re la t ions b e ' ^ t a 
c i t i zens of different fa i th and r e l i g i o n . 
!Ehe history of Hindu Muslim riots, in India 
can be ti>aced back to the time when famotis historian 
1 
Ibne -Batuta v i s i t ed India in the second quarter of 
14th centuxgf A.D. He has noted that there was a 
colony of about 4»000 Muslims at Manjusar ruled over 
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1:^  fiam Dev, linrlng in a suburb alongwlth the toim« 
He further observes about re lat ions with Hindus of 
the place "confl icts frequently break out between 
them and the town peoples but Haja makes peace 
between them on account of h i s need of merdaants"* 
Again history t e l l s us about sudi Hindu Muslim 
clashes during the reign of Allauddin Z h i l j i , 
A close study of Hindu Muslim relat ions 
dixring the long period of Muslim rule in India w i l l 
show that confl icts were not rare between Hindus and 
Muslims due to the fact that though some very importcmt 
c i v i l and mil itazy postp assigned to the Hindus by almost 
every Muslims monarch, yet the hard r e a l i t y i s there that 
Muslims considered themselves conquers and Hindus subjects . 
1 . Travels in Asia and Africa (Translation), 
H.A.fi. Gibb P.253-34 
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iod they were not ready to give them •qmai^  i i i t t i« 
in the s o c i e t y . This naturally created a feeliagfe 
of insecurity and frustrat ion amon« Hiadme vhidi 
ultimately resulted in Hindu Muslim r i o t s oa iMmnm 
1 2 
l i k e cow slaughter singing before mosque, })>%iMtM^ 
of mosque on the s i t e temple and religiotw preoi* 
salons . 
After the un-successful struggle for 
freedom in 1857, Muslims were made target of lEfehless 
use of power "by the Bri t i shers simply because the 
emperor at that time happened to be a Muslim. On 
the other hand Hindus were not so severaly dealt wi-Wo.. 
A^in the resul t was a deep sense of insecurity , economic 
back wardness and consequent frustrat ion, th i s time amon| 
the Muslims. 
1. B l l i s t and Dowson (Zhafi Ehan) P. 452 
3 . (Jazattier, Banarae P. 2^7-8 ^ 
4. Gazattier, Bariel lyP. 1669. 
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By the end of 19th Centvcry ^^D. when Br.it ish 
Rules had es tabl i shed t h e i r empire on firm fotmda-
t i o n s , they smelt p o l i t i c a l awakening among the 
Indian na t ion a t l a rge and i t s consequent danger 
f o r the empire. To counter ac t t h i s they adopted 
the pol iq^ of Divide and Rule. Hindus were reminded 
of the a t r o c i t i e s of Muslim r u l e r s , and Muslims were 
made to bel ieve t h a t acute di f ferences in r e l i g i o n , 
c u l t u r e , cuetomsand t h e i r way of l i f e could not 
poss ib ly allow Hindus to have a sof t comer in t h e i r 
h e a r t s for them. 
This ciianged the e n t i r e trend of Indian p o l i t i c s 
or in other words put an end to t he uni ted opposit ion 
of Hindus and Muslims to the B r i t i s h r u l e . The out 
come of t h i s \mfortimate s i t u a t i o n was the emergence 
of communal p o l i t l a s , and foitaation of canmunal p o l i t i c a l 
p a r t i e s l i k e Hindu Maha Sabha and Muslim League* 
Gonuainal feelings were found to euch an 6Xt«it by the.BriLtish 
i i l e r s . In purisaence of t h e i r vested in te res t ths t Mr, MM»Jinnah 
once s fitsanch congresite raised t h e cjy of two naticn theoiy frcm 
the plat fom of MasLim League. Thfes i l l t h y ataoisphere hoverfd over 
t he Indian p o l i t i c s for more thsn S yeers* In t he mean time ianum-
e r ^ l e conumnel r i o t s ocoired through out the countiy resul t ing in 
mass k i l l i n g end destmct ion of property and places of vorship, 
Ultiiflsteiy i n s p i t e of l a s t effort of Mailcna 4z8d, the tha i 
President of Indian National. Congress and Pt , Jawahar Lai Kehiu, t he 
Sub-Gcntinent of Inctta was divided i n t o Bharst and Pakigtsas. 
i^ Iass migraticn of minori t ies of both the countries b r o u ^ t 
with them a wave of mass k i l l i n g , loo t ing and even abduction and 
rape of women of both t h e coimnunitias. In p o ^ independence period 
^iislims, i n s p i t e of const i tut ional safe giards for the minori t ies , 
f e l t insecure and fmstrfited, T h ^ l o s t fa i th in the majority 
comnunity. 
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On the o ther hand Hindus bel ieved thatMuslin 
were not loya l to t h e i r mother land and looked 
forward for t h e i r emancipation to pak i s t an . They 
* » 
were looked down upon as Pak i s tan i sp ies and f i f t h 
columVy^t. This s t a t e of a f f a i r s csreated an atmos-
phere of ha te red , mi s t ru s t and t ens ion between the 
two major communities of Ind ia , which u l t imate ly 
r e s u l t e d in frequent r i o t s in almost every par t of 
the country t i l l the dec l a r a t i on of emergenqy. 
In the present d e s e r t a t i o n an at tempt has been 
made to d iscuss an examine d i f f e r a i t aspec ts r e l i g i o u s , 
p o l i t i c a l , economic, educat ional and s o c i a l of communal 
r i o t s in Aligarh. The conclusions have been bas#, on 
the resporees ofa ques t ionnai re issued to the chosen 
members of both the communitiew l i v i n g in s e n s i t i 've 
l o c a l i t i e s ofthe town, and on personal interviews with 
respons ib le Hindus and Muslims of the town. 
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In the end, I deem i t toa^f duty 
to express my deep sense of g r a t i t u d e to 
Dr. Abdul Halim Siddiql under whose super-
v i s i o n and i n s p i r i n g guidance I have 
completed t h i s work. 
( ^red Mohd Anwarul Haqu^ 
I H i a O P U C T I O N 
CDhe word " Ctommunal" has been derived 
1 
from the word CJommunity. Community i s the 
c o l l e c t i v i t y of the ind iv idua l s who have norms, 
i n t e r a c t i o n and c u l t u r e . The modes of l i f e d i f f e r 
from Community to Oommunity and place to place 
hut they have cer ta in l i m i t a t i o n s for s o c i a l 
o rgan i s a t i ons , 2 In Indian context we find 
community on r e l i g i o n , economic and s o c i a l b a s i s . 
In the o rgan isa t ion of the communities 
we find ce r t a in laws and composition of a t t i t u d e s 
i n one i d e a . Similar ly each community has e«rtat9 
di f fe rence of behaviour^ 
1. William Geddie, 2 . Ridaai^ D. lambert 
Chambers lEwentieth Secular D^^ocraey 
P-57 
Century Dictionary New Delhi 
p.215 <o7^ 
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so 'l^ « 41ff«r«iitiAtlo& of Interast preraila aaoiig 
th« ceaBimiiti«8 Au« to their i iee logleal differences* 
ifhN^fs clashes are foimt anong the communities Aue 
to difference in ideological interest . 
Recording to Krart Levin 3 i s i s the principle 
of *diTersity vitbin Uni-t^ " vhicji dominates product iTilgr* 
the principle that i s so basic to democratic l iving in 
a l l types of groups from small face to face ^oups to 
vorld organisation". 
He has defined the dynamic nature GA group in 
the democratic pattern of Society where they are scattered 
into groups, the groups are hased on very small number of 
IndiTiduala. She^  individuals have social interactions 
with each other3^ 
3 Kurt Levin 
fiesolTlng Social Conflicts 
1941 
P - 112 
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Sr2i«8t ! • Haas Sans HargentJian A aai 3?alr -> ehilt 
«iflia8lsa tkat laie eoomunity struetura* orgsuoilsatioa, 
eooparatlon, coajetition, aaity ant invention are 
i3a.B eaxisea 0f tensions* 
f k ^ say tkat a l l OTents lAiat take place in 
the Soeietj are re0fonsi1»le for teasion. Sie tension 
turns tke mind of indiTidual towards disorganisation* 
Disorganisation leads tke Society towards selfishness. 
(According to R.K. HAOITEB 5 Society brings 
inter group tensions in connection wilii kis treal^ent 
of tke topic of ei&nic and raeial groups and te l l s his 
readei^ that *the i^enomena of prejudice, tension, asA 
discriainati^n hetween group are extremely -rariahle*. 
She tensions divide the individiutl •< 
4 5 
Iirnf^t ft Ifffif %wm ^^utm^^^n &• *^ Haciver 
Socie'ty, 3ocie% teosio] 
In International Organisation B^ond -^e Satttx« 
Inter group State 19^4 
f-43<, isarlea 
Into groufs, sects , castes» tr ibes , soele*^ 
and eoAotmitj* ftc Fail\ire to achieve the 
aim of the grouy creates group tension ani 
the aentiaents raise ISieir heaA in the group 
to shov their domination on other groups. 
Ihis often 1iee<»es a cause of yiolence between 
group and group* Its AereloyBent in lAie Society 
i s calleA "Social problem** • 
6 
•ccorAing to Bichari C« Puller end 
Mchart Hyers, * Social problems are behaTioar 
patterns or eonditions that are considered 
objectionable or \mdesirable by many m«abezti of 
a Society. Shese members recognise that the 
corrective pol ic ies , programmes and serrioe are 
necessary to cops with and reduce the scope of 
these problems". 
In the structural change we have to 
experience these causes for the develoj^oit of 
Society* 
I • II II I I I l l i i 
r , Mchard C. Puller and Eicherd Myers 
^ "Soma inpeets of a theory of Soalal 
Prsbl^l^^imeriean Seeialogy Bswiev (Psb 1§41) P-24 - 32 ^' 
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•ecorAlag to Sir Oharl«s Ellif^ 7 emjihesiB 
11«« OB Hindu Kuslint Aifferenoee in ttedieral 
times * the Hindus vere not satisfied \aider tbe 
Mnslim domination liut tkey folt a 1»it safer in 
tke Bi^ itish feriod". She ideological differences 
were rooted among the eommunities whidi took the 
shajpe of grouy tension. Ihe significance of the 
communal riot is due to the differences in the 
ideology of the tvo communities, 
the Hole of Political narties: 
rihe Political Parties perfoxm very important 
role in establishing good relations among the 
ccWBonities• Ihe Political parties are the insti-
tutiona iihere the individuals get chance to express 
their views and ideological freely* In the democratic 
pattern of Society and Parties afford opportunity to 
the individuals to express their views. She election 
is the other source of expression of the views of the 
individuals • 
7 -
Sir Charles Hlliat 
Osimwttnal Interpretation of India History 
Sy Sr. Satish Chandra 
P-I 
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•ccoxAlmg to @«Lliriel •• Uxaond 8 lisr aaonit 
i&terest gr<mfs ir« mdaa aore or loss SfontazieoQA 
lireak throui^ into the jpolitieal system froai the 
Society, smeh as riots aoA Aemonstrations". 9!he 
XtuBlims vere presiameA invaAers aM. the clashes 
^etweea Hia&uf and Muslins occursA from the hegiimiag 
of the jaolitical consciousness. § She AiffererieM 
of opinion derelof ed and the Muslim League vas f omed 
in 19©6 • • D. Mr. Mohd. Ali Jinnah became the leader 
of the Muslim Iieague who gave the slogan of two imtiim 
theory. 10 Hindu Mahasahha and League were the actiira 
coffiaunal parties in India. 7or a long time Mr. Jinnah 
was, a m B^her of Congress. He gave this slogan in 1935p 
Communalism i s a well known concept» 11 i*^  
8 9 
iahriel A. ihmond Pr.Satish ChaiMlra 
She Polit ies of 1 ere loping Communal Interpretation of 
Areas ?.54 lnd3^an l istovy 1*1 
1 . 7an lastrind 
10 11 
She Bise of lev Ideologies Joseph S. fioueek 
and state fozms in JS Pol i t ical l^ia-riour as a 
louoekf ed; c<mtemporary Struggle for pow«r 
^^ Ntrope Journal of Soeial Ihiloso-* 
phy 
T/ <Jul/M1) f'-MUm 
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d i g n i f i e s the reli<M.ous p r i n c i p l e s . (The Comiiiinal 
p a r t i e s on the bas i s of d i f f e r en t c u l t u r a l and 
r e l i g i o u s iralaes plead tha t the two communities 
cannot l i v e together . ) The impetus to communalism 
i s given by the mi s in t e rp re t a t i on of the Indian 
Hi s to ry w r i t t e n by English a u t h o r s , who painted 
v iv id p i c tu re of r u t h l e s s r u l e of Muslims and which 
the s p i r i t of ha t red arotused, 
(^According to Prabha Dixi t 1; Hindus thinlc 
in major i ty to dominate Muslim community and Muslim 
s t i l l face the c r i s e s " . The communalism as a p o l i t i c a l 
phenomenen in India grew under t he pressure of nat ional-
ism. The communalism i s the origiiwator of the minori ty 
problems.^ 
Coverage and l i m i t a t i o n s of the Study; 
(^Jttar Pradesh i s t h e l a r g e s t populated of 
Ind i a . I t has 56 D i s t r i c t , 
12, Prabha Dixi t Communalism-AStruggle for Power 
Orient longman 1974 1693 Ci t ing Hindu Mahasabha 
Records H i e No. 13 
U«I>. has 1>een the Centre of pol i t ics since 
the iniepenAence. Xhe eminent leaders were 
and are the citizens of n«P* Oxe people of 
n«P* have ttxy importance role in the poli-
t i c a l ac t i v i t i e sp 
^In the l ight of the above description 
we come down to discuss the problems. She 
geography of Aligarh t e l l s us the situation 
and environment of Aligaxh* Ihe d is tr ic t i s 
divided into s ix parts, namely Kol (Aligaxh) 
Sikandra lao, Hathras, Nursan, Atrauli and 
£her ( Sasni ) • file city of Aligarh belongs to 
Kol tehs i l and has in i t s hold many mohallas and 
wards. Oiis tehs i l has i t s importance due to 
the University and large number of Secondary 
In8titatioi|8 ft Industrial concerns. She main 
city i s across the railway l ine where Q. 3* 
Oollege, Tar8h«ay College, Hahashwari College, 
lika Bam ^irls College and other local institution 
as well as market are situated» 
Att9T InAefeaAenee th« etucatlonal insti-totioiifl 
haTe 1ieeoa« the 8our<^ e Infue: Ing eoasranal tension. Tvo 
klads of •Aucational institutions are stmiis* for riots 
and Tiolenes* The f i r s t ant of foremost iayortance i s 
the stmiy of environment prevailing in the fniversi i j 
Where the students of the tiro commtmitles l i re together 
in hostels . Ihe aim and object of Sir Syed ihmad Xhan, 
the foonder of this great seat of learning, vas social 
moral and educational uplift of Indian Communities. The 
Muslim Community vas frustrated due to the after effects 
of f i r s t struggle for freedom and apathy of the British 
rulers towards Misslim. According to Sir §yed ihmad Ihaa, 
&I3 the Hindus and Muslims are two eyes*. He wanted 
complete understanding among the two great Indian 
communities• 
?er the purpose of a discussion on the post ixtdapmi. 
dence, communal organisation the last 28 years have to he 
divided, (1) from 15th August 1947 to 30th January 1$4« 
then Oandhiji was murdered (2) frc^ the banning of 
commuaal parties to -Qie Hehzu Lia^at fact (5) from lf$2 
riots of Aligarh due to the result of StidLents Iniion 
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election (4) and from 1972 itLigarh Mtaflliai University 
Amendment bill movement and uptodate. The evidences 
¥ill be produced in support of assertions about riots. 
Nature of Oommunal riots; 
Xhe nature of communal problems in India is 
not very different from those in other Western 
Countries of the World; though there are certain 
problems peculiar to this Country. Religion chocdsm, 
suspicion, hatred, differences in views, idiologies 
and distrust among the great communities, communal 
organisations, mobilil^ of of population, sanskriti-
zation, pressure of political and economic groups 
rendered the Society in India valnerable to communal 
tensions and conflicts. Eeally they push the society 
towards, distintegration. 
After Independencethough the national Govt. 
accepted and declared the country a "Secular Welfar^**** 
13. Muslim University Saiette 
Aligarh 
24-10-73 
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l t s olaject was spec i f ied as solving VBJrlotus soc ia l 
proHltf&s of India. Yet much could not be lomediately 
he done to suyregs communal disharmaz^ which was to 
lead the country towards two nation theory* result ing 
in generating hatred among the two great communities. 
The problem of communal disturbances was 
developed due to the negligence of the p o l i t i c a l 
part ies and the dovemment in checking the provocatire 
a c t i v i t i e s • 
i^tvupr of Communal problem 
The Communal problems i n India in Ihe past 
did not recieve the attention they deserved. There 
are many factors which lead the country and i t s 
communities towards disorganisat ions . 
(1) Seligioi<8 customs and tradit ions are the roots 
of commtinal tension because the ir regid adherence 
divides the soc ie ty into cas t e s , tr ibes and groups 
and the resu l t i s that communal issues crop up* 
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(2) Sxe misinterpretations of h is tory and p o l i t i c a l 
frustrat ion lead the society to group war. 
(3) The economic ana sociaj. problems of different 
communities did not allow the soc iety to accept one 
ideology* 
(4) (Ehe teaching of secularism and national integra-
t ion were not introduced. 
(5) The problems of languages. 
(6) Dispute orer tiie representation of seats in the 
Parliaments and Assemblies were the demands xinder the 
Leadership of Hr. Jinnah in 1928. The Muslim League 
thus created a communal platfozm to roice the demands 
of the Muslims. (7) Spl i t over -Qie issues of seats in 
the Al l India National Oongress* .Besides within the 
Congress Hindu communal group was led by Pandit NaAan 
Mohan Malviya and groups' firm opposition to the Muslim 
demands led to t h e i r reject ion by the Ck>ngress. (@) 
I l l i t e r a c y prevail ing in the masses was the chief cause 
of the ir i n a b i l i t y to see p o l i t i c a l problems i n r l ^ t 
preceptive (9) Ideological differences over the 
mecming of nationalism. Because the NusllM Were i^ c.t. 
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ready to accept tha meaning given to the Indlcm 
Hatlonalism and (10) The idea of Pakistan emerged 
In 1930 on the basis of communal consldexations. 
Ramsay Maedonald, 14 the Bri t i sh Prince Minister's 
views are; 
" Ihe Pol ice in India* i l l educated, i l l paid, 
and drawn from Vne lowest s trata of society and 
accustomed to r o u ^ modes when actually authorised 
and encouraged to s tr ike persons in the s t r e e t s , 
i rrespect ive of s t a t i o n , age or sex cannot he 
expected to res tra in themselves. Storks of Inhuman 
and harharous chastisement go ahout, creating 
b i t terness and rac ia l and communal ran cour. 
Bel ieve me, there w i l l he the very direct to pay 
for another generation 
14 
Indlas Search for 
ITational Identi ty 
Aln8hie*f. Snheree 
P.104 
Ihe police vae blamed for communal disturbancee. 
FroTocative att itude was adopted by thepollce as 
the Prime Minister of England Macdonald has 
correctly sa id . This behaviour of iaie police 
Insplte of loud claims by the authorit ies for the 
changed at t i tude of the police e x i s t s even today* 
According to the History narrated by 
Mohd. Tasln. 13 the Hindu MxiBllm problems came into 
existence from 1605 and 1749 A.B. But Ibne Batota 
16 says that the conf l ict between Hindus and Muslims 
came into being s ince the reign of King ^lauddin 
Khl l j i who attacked Manglore, 
15 i i 
. « ^f^i I?®f° ^ Travels in Asia transla-
IsfSSif indi^^'" '^ *^ * by^H.A.E.Jiblld929) 
1958 
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E i s t o r y of AXigarh Commimal r l o t a : 
D.R. Goyal, the e d i t o r of Secular 
Democracy i s of opinion t h a t the spread of 
commimal t rouble a f t e r independence has been 
more or l e s s coextensive with the growth of 
R .S .S . The Prime Min is te r of India Srimati 
I n d i r a Gandhi, speaking in Parliament on the 
Bhiwandi r i o t s , s a id : -17 
** I t was a coincedence, i f a t a l l 
i t was a coincedence, t h a t when 
over the Jan Sangh and the Bashtriya 
Swayam Sevak Sangh went, the re were 
communal d is turk i ices" . 
According t o Dr. G.K.Narain, 18 the communal 
r i o t s in Aligarh occured in 1946 A.D, due t o Hindu 
Muslim d i f f e r ences . At t h a t time Muslims were 
su f fe r ing from P o l i t i c a l as well as s o c i a l f ru s t r a t i on , 
This was followed by the communal r i o t s in 1950 due 
to Hol i c e l eb ra t i ons . On 2nd March 1951 the 
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r i o t s ocrnirred due to g i r l t e a s ing in Aligarh 
e x h i b i t i o n . On 11th November 1952 onoe again 
Aligarh came in the g r i p r i o t s as a reac t ion 
of r i o t s in d i f f e r e n t c i t i e s of U.P. 5th June, 
1954 was another day of communal disharmony. I t 
was due to a pe t ty d i spute between a hawker and 
a customer. 
On 19th September 1956, the r i o t s broke 
out on account of the a g i t a t i o n organised by the 
Muslims aga ins t Vidhya 19 Bhawan publ ica t ion 
containing defamatory observat ions about the fioly 
prophet of Is lam. Communal r i o t s f la red up on 
5rd October 1961 on the occasion of RattsLilla 
Process ion . The sparking of the r i o t spread 
17. G. K. Narain 
Thesis on changing Behaviour pattern of 
Rural students in an Urban set up. 
P-56 





upto Eher t e h s i l of Allgaxii and on March 1 3 th 
Oov alaiigliter was the reason for the ugly 
incidents that took place in the town of Sikandra 
lao and the town came lander the f i r s of coomtmal 
tension* 
fhe r i o t of 19^2 has i t s own significance 
ae i t oi]!gto4te4 from a seat of higher learning in 
the Huslim University students Union electiozus the 
defeated candidate Sharma attributed h i s defeat to 
the communal considerations in vot ing . He delivered 
inflamatory speeches and roused the fee l ings of 
Hindus; t h i s resulted in a r i o t in ifliich not a 
few l i v e s were l o s t and a number ofshops were looted* 
19 20 2l 
limes of India 
New Delhi 
17-9-56 
3rd Oct. 1961 
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In 1971 coMmunal r i o t feroke out on e lect ion 
i s s u e . The General e lect ions held in March 1971, 
the Congress candidate was contesting election 
against the Allaince and the communal provocative 
speeches were delivered by the Cotomunal part|^£5 
during the e l ec t ion compaign and resul t was that 
the communal fee l ings of the two communities were , 
f lared up and ultimately the r io t broke out. 
The l a s t and the most important communal r io t s 
showed their ugJy face in 1972 due to the A.M.U. 
imendment Act • !Qie Muslims were d i s s a t i s f i e d with 
the Act. The Act was the issue of the communal r io t s 
and hatred between Hindus and Muslims because in the ir 
opinion the minority character of the University was 
taken away, an Old loys Association and Muslim Sduca-
t iona l Conference were not given representation on the 
Executive Council, moreover the number of nooiinated 
memberswas more than the elected one. The Hindu 
community was not s a t i s f i e d because the Act did not 
allow a f f i l i a t i o n of loca l col leges - a l l Hindu 
i n s t i t u t i o n s . 
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Shere were many reasons of c<»Bmmial r i o t s . 
Shese were re l ig ious i s sues , p o l i t i c a l issues» 
s o c i a l issues and educational i s s u e s . These caixess 
under the influence of d i s t r i c t develofed after tJie 
Independence and the P o l i t i c a l parties added fuel 
to the f i r e . She c i t i zens of Migarh were i ^ o r a n t 
of -&€Historical back groimd of A.M.U. Host of the 
Hindus a l lege -^at A.M.U. i s the place inhere coouiunal 
f e e l i n g s are nourished and therefore the young Muslins 
studying in the University are responsible for 
reusing coiamunal fee l ings and con sequent r io t s with 
the ir vested i n t e r e s t s . The communal Hindus and 
Muslins are interested to diststrt the image of A.M.U* 
She GLuestion arises why the Oivil Line area ifhere the 
A.M.U. i s situated and Hindu Muslim communities l l y e 
together does not come in thegrip of v io lence . Ihe 
soiswer i s very e x p l i c i t that Ihe educated and concein^e 
people l i v e in t h i s area and they know their duties and 
r i ^ t S y and fu l ly r e a l i z e theconsequence of such riots* 
22 - 23 




Jaaftioor Urdu, Aligaxh 
Badiance, Weekly,Hew Delhi 14-4-71 
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Raaedlal ata»B taken !»• Indian tort* 
'^SnTlronmentally > 23 Integration larea beet In 
a i tuat lon controlled by aoclal groupinga repre-
aentlng 1Aie rat ional Interesta of urban-Industrial 
s o c i e t y , groups seeking to maximize the ir economic 
benefi ts and dl7ldlng along regionally homogeneous 
I d e ^ o g l c a l p o l i t i c a l l ine" . Ihe history of national 
s o c i e t i e s show that no po l i t i ca l* re l ig ious eeonomie 
or regional group has been able to withstand for long 
the temptation to advance i t s claims by Tlolent meana 
i f I t -ttxoug^t i t could do so without too great a risk". 
Peace i s e s sent ia l for socio economic 
development in the country, ^ e government aa well 
as public try to es tabl i sh the peaceful atmosphere 
among the comraunlties. The la te Prime Hinister of 
India ^ r . Pandit Jawaharlal Hehru said thusin the 
constituent Assembly on 3 April 1948: 
** Whereas i t i s e s sent ia l for the purpose 
of functioning of democracy and the growth of national 
unity and so l idar i ty that eommunallsm should be 
eleminated from Indian l i f e , th i s Assembly i s of 
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opinion that no communal organisation li&lch vested 
in any of its officer or organs admits to exclude 
from its membershi]» persons on grounds of religion, 
race and caste» or any of them, shall be permitted 
to engage in cuiy activities other than those 
essential for the bonafide religious, cultural, 
social and educational needs of the community and 
that all steps, legislative and administrative, 
necessary to prevent such activities should be taken. 
The 1956 imrltsar Congress Session gave 
the country a passionate call for national unity and 
solidarity in view of xuifortunate and disruptive 
atmosphere in several parts of the country, due to 
He-Organisation of States. The session expressed its 
deep concern on the national solidarity and emotional 
integration. 
On 23 May 1961 National Integration Committee 
recommended;-
Vlth a vieir to die courage the tsndentgr to 
form or establish communal institutions, specially in 
the educational and social fields, in the name of caste 
or community it is necessary that the government and the 
-22-
Public bodies cease to extend apy help, grant 
or assistance shoiild be made conditional upon 
their being laid open to all members of the 
public. 
1. Abolition of untouf^hability ^Art. 17) 
2. Promotion of their educational and edonomie 
interest and their protection from social 
-imjustice and all forms of exploitation 
(Art. 46). 
5. According to Irticle 15 the pubj.x<. yj.a'-'eB 
will be opened for all the wells, hotels, 
roads and ghats etc. 
4. Obligation of the state to consider their 
flaims in making of appointments under Art. 16 and 335). 
5. Minoritiy commission will try to settle all 
the problems of minorities. 
6, Facilities provided for Urdu language in 
the Urdu speaking areas. 
7,Ag Rights of linguistic minorities are affirmed 
to have instructions for primary edur'ation in 
their mother tongue. 
8. Articles 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 348, 350A and 
3J50B give legal protection to linguistic and 
religioiiB minorities in India. In these 
Articles the minorities are free to get all 
facilities from the state as veil as Central 
G-overnment of India. 
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According to section 155A and 295 I.P.C. the 
Central Govt, an investigate offences. 
In the Case of inciting commTinal feelings through 
Press the &ovt, can take action under the ibticles 19(2) 
of the Constitution. 
Article 19(2) readsj- "Hothing in the sub-section 
(a) of clause (1) shall effect the operation of any 
existing law, or prevent the state from making any law« 
The Representation of People Act and rules framed 
and 
there \inder/any other law concerned with the suhject he 
suitably amended so as to ban participation in election 
activity by political parties bearing lititantly communal 
labels such as Muslim League and Hindu Mahasabha." 
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Vhenerer a commlsBion is appointed; under 
the commission of Bnquiries Act to enquire into 
the incidents of a communal nature the terms of 
enquiry ft investigation with inclufe:-
1. Fixation of the responsibility of the 
local administration. 
2. To enquire about all effected persons 
and pay them compensation. 
The collectlre fine should be imposed in the 
disturbed localities. 
The local administration should pay special 
attention to thedisturbed areas. 
The commissioners and Mstrict Magistrates 
will reach the place within 24 hours. IThey should 
control the situation. 
29 
On Law and Administration 
By B.Malik, Chairman Secular Bemocracy 
P-3f 
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The p r o p o r t i o n a l p o p u l a t i o n of the communities 
i s shown h e r e wi th the h e l p of Census Repor t 1971: 
B u d h i s t s C h r i s t i a n s Hindu J a i n s Muslims Sikhi 
ALIGARH 538 564 1,63,457 1,448 83,456 1,846 
ATRAULI - 80 12,066 3 8,690 141 
HAOHiMS 26 126 65,328 730 7 ,975 163 
MURSAN - 1 4 ,502 - 759 -
SASNI - - 5,770 154 931 18 
SIKANDRA RAO - 7 9,912 114 7,202 18 
TOTAL: 564 778 2 ,61 .035 2 ,449 1,09,014 2,186 
The r e l a t i o n s h i p of t h e communities i s based 
(on 1) Common c u l t u r e (2) Common Language (3) Common 
d r e s s and (4) Common t r a n s a c t i o n s i n t h e s o c i a l l i f e . 
When t h e community s p l i t s over any i s s u e then the f r i c t i o n 
comes i n t h e p i c t u r e . 
A f t e r 1972 we f i nd no communal r i o t s in U.P. 
w h i d i has t h e s i g n i f i c a n c e t o be e n l i s t e d in c h r o n o l i c l e 
o r d e r . However communalism always c r ea t ed communal t e n s i o n 
- 2 6 -
whida d i s i n t eg ra t ed two biggest commmiities of 
Ind ia ; s o c i a l l y and c u l t u r a l l y . In a l l i t s r o l l , 
i t i s a means to an end, before independence a 
weapon of English r u l e r s to divide and r u l e , a f t e r 
independence a t o o l of 'communal p o l i t i c a l p a r t i e s to 
with the e l e c t i o n fo r the formation of t h e i r par ty 
Govt, The commvmal tension culminates in clashes 
between the two communities in which both receive 
i n j u r i e s , su f fe r f i n a n c i a l l o s s e s , d i s t r u c t i o n of 
proper ty and l a s t l y loss of l i v e s and above a l l 
the loss of f a i t h and confidence in each other , 
which widens the g r i e f of d i s t r t j s t between the 
two communities. This s t a t e of a f fa i r s t i l t imate ly 
r e s u l t in slow development and progress of the country, 
2©. Census Report of Ind ia 
1971 
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As diecussttd in the prerijous ehapter» the 
aim of the present study i s to invest igate and 
analyse the forces , factors and conditions that 
are responsilsle for the tensions andconsefuent 
eoEununal r i o t s in the c i ty of i l igaz l i . I t i s 
generally l}elieTed that there are a number of causes 
and s o c i o - p o l i t i c a l factors which lead to the 
eoamunal tensions culminating in r io t ing , arsons* 
loot ing and f ina l l y in strained s o c i a l re lat ions 
between Hindus and Muslims. 
Sie variables studied and analysed in the 
present invest igat ion include re l i g ion , p o l i t i c a l , 
educational economic and soc ia l conditions on which 
conclusions hare been based for frequent r i o t s , 
TOOLS ASP fBCHIHQUB 
In order to study the above stated problems 
a fueetionnaire was issued to the Muslims andHindus 
of d i f ferent age group and s o c i a l s t a t u s . After receiving 
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ansirers to the questionnaire, the respondents were 
Intervieved to seek clarifications of their answers* 
In all there were seventy questions In the questionnaire 
coTerlng about mentions factors responsible for riots* 






















The questionnaire was In the foxm of sjjaiple 
statenent and the respondents were required to show 
the ir agreement or dlsagreamsnt with -ttie statement 
by putting a sign of against each Item for which 
space was proTlded there In* On receipt of answers 
to questionnaire each respondent was Intervjived In 
order to seek c lar i f i ca t ion of their opinion and l l l c l t 
some more Infozmation the causes and remCdlea of 
communal tensions and consequent r i o t s . All the 
Infoimation vas thus co l l ec te t and analysed w i l l 
he discussed in the next chapter* 
The Sample: 
She People to vhom the tuestioniiaire vaa 
addressed belonged to the sensitive areas of Aligazli 
City* It was evidently not possible to C[ue8tion the 
whole population of town in this sample survey. Only 
the senBitiHe areas "where the percentage and frequency 
of communal tension and riots between Hindus and Muslims 
are comparatively higher " were selected on -foe basis of 
the above stated presumption. Ihe following areas of 
•ligarh were incli;*d in the present survey Chaurahah 
Abdul Karim, Fool Wala Chauraha, Sarafa, Upper Kot, 
Jayganjt Madar ^ate, Manik Chauk, DuDey ka Parow, fiailway 
Roads, Rasal ^anj, Sarai Hakim, Bara Dowari and Hahabir Sanj. 
- ,, - 30 -
I t was not possiltle eyen to cover the entire 
population of the ahove areas, in the stuAy i t was, 
therefore> deci ied to s e l e c t hundred Hindus and 
hundred Muslims males for the present study. !Ihe 
age group of the se lected sample ranged from 21-63 
Tears . Care was taken to s e l e c t persons belonging 
to d i f ferent occupational groups, having diffe3?ent 
educational standards, and varied s o c i a l and cultural 
backgrounds. 
!Qie information was collected with the help 
of t^estionnaire and interviewsd as stated above. 
£ach answer was discussed with therespondent by the 
invest igator and Iheir statemenis in interview based 
on the i r answers were carefully noted down and were 
l a t e r compiled and analysed. Hhe researcher gave 
them f u l l opportunity to express their views freely 
and frankly on the problems under study, fhe impression 
of such frank and free discussion were again noted 
down for the purpose and sttidy. 
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The Oontrol over Sample 
The investigator had full control over the 
samples as he himself had selected them. In the 
selection offeligious and linguistic groups the 
author had taken care that only the chosen persons 
of the most important groups be invited to answer 
the questionnaire. 
Representative diaracter 
Since care has been taken to chose persons 
of different age groups and will ing to answer the 
questionnaire and face the cross examination of the 
invest igator , i t can safely be asserted that the 
conclusions drawn are ba^ed on sound representation 
of the two communities under alfcudy. 
Proportion is attained in randon sampling 
automatically. In s t ra t i f i ed sampling a delberate 
attempt i s required. I t i s d i f f i cu l t , part icularly 
when the size of different s t r a t a i s not the same. 
The study has been done only in Hindu and Muslim 
Coamunities vhldi represent the society aM large. 
The random methods of staAy has been selected \ij 
the inrest lgator taking into consideration the 
nature of the problem. 
d i f f i c u l t i e s in Research: 
A. f i e l d vork vas started in 41igarh where 
the InTestigator has to face many d i f f i c u l t i e s in 
the work of surrey in the specified area. The 
d i f f i c u l t i e s i s encountered may be c las s i f i ed in 
two categor ies . 
a) People who preluded that they hare 
no time to answer the questionnaire 
or face interview, although as a 
matter of fact they did not want to 
involve themselves. 
b) Some of them apprehended that the views 
expressed by them may not be used against 
them. Some of them thou^i that the 
invest igator was a govt , spy who was 
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after the coBmuxial minded persona iiho may 
lie appxtehended at the time of communal 
trouble. I t was with great d i f f i cu l ty and 
protracted puz«uation thatthey were made to 
answer the questionnaire and fac* the in ter -
vi^^vHowerer there were other who f i l l e d up 
the questionnaire and returned them within 
time* 
Some of them did not answer a l l the questions 
and the researcher had to exert to prepare them to 
answer a l l the questions. 
Ohe ahore w i l l show that the invest igator 
had to exercise great patience, suffered moneteury 
loss and spend a l o t of time in col lect ing data. 
Olasfllfication and Tabulation of idie Data: 
Measure of central tendency and var iabi l i ty 
have been Intenss i te ly used to ana^se the BUudJauffl 
differences in att i tude of Hindus and Muslims of 
l l igarb* Test suggests that the measures of central 
tendency and variabi l i ty" in addition to providing 
the basis for exact comparisions ofthe ser ies* The 
items are tested for the va l id i ty and significance 
to make them eas i ly under-standable. 
The tes t of proportion has a lso been used to 
analyse the differences of views in various items, 
between the Hindus and Muslims* 
¥hen two independent samples of s i z e n1 and n2 
with sample proportion PI and P2 areto be compared and 
the s igni f icant difference between them i s to be 
calculated and thus the t e s t of proportion i s the most 
su i table t e s t . The formulais placed below: 
Z * P2 - PI - n1+n2 
2n1n2 
^(1-P) + P (i=P) 
n1 n2 
^ « r e P= n1 PI t n2 P2 
n1 -f n2 
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i s used with n u l l hypothesis t h a t the two 
propor t ions come from the sajne popula t ion. 
Kolmogarov Smimovs two sample t e s t s were 
used to analyse the di f ferences between Hindu and 
Muslim points of view. Ih is t e s t " i s s e n s i t i v e 
to any kindly of di f ference in the d i s t r i b u t i o n 
from which the two samples were drawn differences 
in l oca t i on ( c e n t r a l tendency) in depersion; in 
skewness, e t c . The method, r a t i o n a l e and other 
cons idera t ions regarding the ewlvantages of Kalmo-
garov Smimovs t e s t ha*e been discussed by Siegal , 
On the s t a t i s t i c a l method, shown above, 
the datas have been analysed and t h i s analysis of 
the da ta and the i n t e r - p r e t a t i o n s of the f indings 
have been discussed* 
Non parametr ic s t a t i s t i c s for the 
Behavioural Sciences 
Mc Grraw-Hill lf.Y.P.127 
By S e i g a l S 
TaTmlation of Data: 
After the statistical test, the datas were 
arranged in tables. Sifting and counting of 
individual items, can he done by machine. After 
counting and adopting process, data were arranged 
in tables. 
(1) Tabulation indicates- the object of research 
and the required information accesible* It allows 
the observation of the whole data at a glance. The 
infoimatione and tabulationshow the signifance of 
the items. 
(2) It allows the economy of »paee and provides 
clarity. 3!he views at glance show the expression. 
(3) Tabulation is the only practical side of 
analysis. 
- ^ - ? - 5 1 -
JEhe EsBentlalB 
The merits of a good table are the attractlYenes^ 
the managable s i z e , the compatibil ity, the c lari ty ant 
s c i e n t i f i c value, Throiigh a proportionate s i ze of 
columns, good handwriting, c learness , a table may be 
good looking and a t trac t ive . (2) a I f the s i ze of table 
i s long, the information are long, i t i s better to 
Consolidate the table in one (3) fireat care should be 
taken to place data in a fona of comparable percentage. 
!Rie ra t io of differences are shown in the table* (4) The 
table i s compz>ehensiTe and even a lay-man can understand 
the table e a s i l y . (5) To get s c i e n t i f i c valuja a l l 
important information would be incorporated. 
In making a table a l l these conditions were 
followed by the invest igator . Hence he had to face 
many d i f f i c u l t i e s . Enquiry being too large he hfi*l to 
fona many tables wilh heading and sub-headings. 
-3Sf-
In this chapter the Researoher has Alseussei 
the methodology, aim and ohject of research In 
the study of the communal riots. In this regard 
he had faced many difficulties to study the atti-
tudes, fuestlonnaire, sampling method, testing 
method, difficul'ty in the field work and tabulation. 
In the next chapter the interpretations and analysis 
will be di8(SU8sed« 
-3f-
OBAPTER ii 
Religious Aspect of Ooamunal disturbances; 
1 
leligion, in one or the other way is related to 
men vith a Supernatural Being or &od. It provides 
normative patterns to the person concerned. Thus it 
2 
not only unites persons into common bonds but it also 
gensrates a sens* of belongingness among the people 
following the same religion. 
According to Dr. Hans Haj, it is a matter of 
association to be effected in hiuaan groupings which 
are subject to laws valid for group, life in general 
or it is something <[uite different} it is a matter of 
individual concern only, a private matter, exempted 
from the validity of natural laws of social atinrture. 
4 
Religion is a social phenomenon where people 
gather according to their own ideology. % e ideology 
of man differs from man to man and also the situation 
which causes the tension. Thus the question of popultlon 
arises among the Indian Communities which breeds the 
differences in the ideologies of different communities. 
IfO-
On t h i s mat ter the R.S.S. Chief 
Mr.Golwalker while wr i t ing about " I n t e r n a l Threats" 
observed t h a t "Muslims, and Christ ians are the very 
t a r g e t s the Jan Sangh has picked for Ind ian i sa t ion , 
5 "Mr.BalraJ Madhok the leader of Jan Sangh and RSS 
Leader Dr. Shayma Prasad Mukerjee believed tha t the 
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problen of Muslim minority can be solved i f t h e i r 
ca t look on cjiiltuiral, s o c i a l and p o l i t i c a l problems 
of the country a re Hindunised.7 Muslims apathy towards 
towards Indian o i l t u r e , s o c i a l customs and be l i e f s 
a r e the roo t cause of t ens ion . 
The causes of Hindu Muslim Conflict 
Every r e l i g i o n has i t s own p r inc ip le of 
workship and s o c i a l customs. The Hindu r e l i g i o n 
be l ieves in a soc ie ty the doors of which closed to 
non-»indus ,wl i le Islam gives a conception of a socie ty 
based on hiiman-brotherhood. Most people in f a c t , do 
not t r y to go deep in to the r e l i g i o n s philosophy and 
do not make any e f fo r t to embibe the s p i r i t of the 
r e l i g i o u s p r i n c i p l e s . They adhere to "Social r u l e s " . 
8 and c a l l i t r e l i g i o n . According to Hindu re l ig ion 
custom of removing one 's shoes in the ki tchen i s 
r e l i g i o n , f a s t i ng i s r e l i g i o n , wearing janew (sacred 
thread) and clean clothes a re r e l i g i o n , k i ss ing of 
f ee t of r e l i g i o u s p re s t s i s r e l i g i o n . On the contrary 
Muslim customs a re t o t a l l y d i f f e r e n t from the above, 
Muslim bel ieve in brother-hood and shun untouchabi l i ty . 
As Sim to Chatterjl observes that when the 
fully dareloped Hindu culture became established 
during the 14 the and 16 the cemturels, the impact 
of Islam OB India and the direct result of this was 
a restatement of both the thought and emotionalism 
of ancient and early medieral Indian which has been 
called Indian Bhakti movement. The HIndusim and 
Islam came closer with the Impact of BhcJctl movement 
and the aufism as both believed in human service 
irrespective of caste and creed, 9 
The multiplicity of groups in a society always 
Involves some kind of friction and conflict. According 
10 
to Robert C Agell ** so significant has been the role 
of free standing groups in contemporary life that 
tee is tempted to say that our society is character-
ized by group individualism", 
This condition create the spirit of separation 
and selfishness in the society which leads to dislAte-
gration of the communal harmony. Sir Teador Marrision 
11 
and Sir Abdur Rahia have expressed their views on the 
differences of religious mode of behaviour. They have 
stated that the Hindus and Muslims could travel jointly 
but they could not perform the religious rites at one 
place. 
Another example of conflict on religious issues 
is that religious processions passing before the 
Mose[ues or beneath the branches of 'peapal* trees 
flare up communal tensions resulting in conflicts. 
In 1942 in a judgement the Hon'ble High Court 
of Judicature at Madras ruled that the playing of 
music near a mosque would not by itself without any 
thing further amount to an offence within the meaning 
of section 296 IPC . Any deliberate intention to 
disturb the worship may not benecessary but it must 
be found as a fact before the section could apply 
that there was a substantial and not merely a 
12 faciful disturbance of worship* 
44 
The sbove judgejnent i^ ap delivf^rt-d on an appeal t o secure 
court order t o p rd i ib i t playing of nmsic before mosmes 
becaise i t causes distuib&nce in worship. The factB behind 
th i s dispute Ere i n t e r e s t i ng . In the judgement i t has bem 
said thfit a moscue ws bu i l t ? nd s t +he time of i t s 
constpaction sLir^ t^y was given t he t they will not hrve 
fny object!on to the ringing of be l l and loud ousic -gtc. 
In 1952 the comnunal rlot;^* brdce a i t on thr occEsicn cf f^^mlile 
Processloi , On en other occssion coumwnE'l jilcts shovfd t h e i r 
13 
ugly fsce on Moharram procession. 
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Socifity 
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53.r Theodore Morilscti 
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12. Gommnai !y.ots in India 
Shevaji Rao ^yde P,8 
Oow slaughter was the cause of most of the riots, 
before the independence. The cow is worshipped by the 
Bind\is. Cow slaughtering is permissible for foreiga 
trade but stamgely it is not permitted for Muslims to 
slaughter a cow. 
Cow slaughter is also a cause for disintegration 
of the society. Some anti social elments flame up communal 
feelings on this issue resulting in communal riots. Such 
type of communal riot took place in Sikandra Rao Tehsil 
of Aligarh in 1962. A large number of people were killed 
U during this riot. 
The ideological differences among the communities 
lead towards the disintegration of the society. This friction 
when creeps into the society creates individualism. This 
is quite anti-democratic sentiment. These sentiments proroke 
the individual to adopt the aggressive attitude in the name of 
religion. 
Cow Slaughtering Aligarh Earn Lila Procession Communal 
Riots in 1962 Riots in India 
Times of India Shivaji Bao 
13-3-62. P.7-8 
15 
Inter &roup Relation and 
National Integration in 
Indian Society. Prof. R. N. Saxena. 
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A questionnaire was f^irculated in this empirir»a] 
study which is common to both Hindus and Muslim 
pertaining to communal tension and riots. The quest-
ionnaire consists of 1 items related to the religious 
and political aspects. An analysis ofeach item is 
placed below: Do you think that the festivals like 
Moharram, Idduzzuha, Holi, Dussarah and Bam Naumi 
are the sources of communal tensions**? The sample 
of the present study was drawn from sensitive areas 
of Aligarh consisting hundred Hindus and hundred 
Muslims. The respondents were asked to put(^)sign 
against each item showing their agreement for dis-
agreement with the question. 
TABIE :yj 
"shows the a t t i t u d e of Hindus and Muslims towards 
the Religion as a source of communal tension**. 
HINDUS MUSLIMS 
perns A g r e e " ^ s - jf_ . _ . „ Q . . 
No. j.ee ^^®® ^ ^ No. 
^ agree 
1 . Festivals as source 
of communal riots. 35 65 100 62 38 100 
2. Mosques/Temples are 
the sources of 
coimnunalriots. 38 62 29 71 
3. Religion is course 
for national inte-
gration. 38 62 30 70 
-4^-
4. loud music, ringing of 
bell Euid signing before 
mosques are the sources 
of communal riots, 40 60 40 $0 
3* Islam is an alien 
religion. 35 65 6 H 
6. Religious preaching 
is the source of 
communal riots. 64 56 40 60 
7. RSS and Jameat-Islamie 
encourage communal 
riots. 69 31 44 56 
8. Hindus haTe greater 
tolerance than 
Muslims. 71 29 31 69 
9. Muslims donot take 
part in Hindu 
festivals and their 
cultural activities. 36 64 27 73 
10. Muslims donot like 
Hindu religion 
and its tradition. 43 57 73 27 
11. Children from the 
very beginning are 
taught to be an enemy 
of Hinduism. 43 57 12 88 
-45-
The aboTe analysis shovs that a large percentage 
of Hindus as well as Muslim respondents feel that the 
festlTals are not the source of communal riots, mostues 
and temples are not the stores of arms and .cabmmunitions 
and religion is not a hinderance to national integration* 
They also feel that loud mtisic and ringing of bell before 
the mosques are not the sources of communal riots as shown 
in the table. Hindus also beliere Islam is not an alien 
religion. Muslims also reciprocate it* So far aa the 
items noryone and ten are concerned Muslims are ofthe 
opinion that they creat cononxmal tensions. The items 
No. six, seyenth, and eight are concerned with Hindus. 
They say that these causes spread communal violence 
both among Hindus and Muslims. But the Majority of 
Muslims do not agree with their opinion*. Similarly 
the opinion ofHindus donot farour the Muslims for one 
and ten items as is evident from differences of attitudes 
established by the study of table. The opinion of two 
communities are shown in the tablef Iftiere they are in 
majority donnt accept the religion as a cause of 
communal violence. 
-4^-
Slgnificance of Religion 
India has been called a museum of religions. 
According to J. H, Fartruhar and Prof. Hijmayun Kabir 16 
classification can be put as placed below:-
(1) Movement favouring seri«i*l5reforms 1828-1951 
(2) Bbakti movement. 
(3) Reforms checked by, defence of old faith 
and old religion. 
The religious preachings of Ulemas andPandith, isyet 
another phase in creation ofcommunal atmospher and 
social tension. They preached the superiority of 
their religion over the other in a provocative manner. 
The innocent public do not follow their interpretation 
of religion and its consequent psychological implica-
tion to aroxise group tension and apprehension of this 
type of religious preaching because as hesays "Coming 
at a time when the system of communal representation 
was one of the key issue in Indiav\Polities,'* it may 
not strongly react and create a greater sense of un-
touchability among the high caste Hindus! ^^ reactioa 
of these preachings on Muslim minds is that they are 
c a r r i e d away by i d e o l o g i c a l r a t h e r than by r e a l i s t i c 
c o n s i d e r a t i o n s . HUae Muslims a s a Commimity a r e a l s o 
i n c l i n e d towards groupism and the impor tan t p o i n t i s 
t h a t t h e Hindu S o c i e t y i s a c losed s o c i e t y and Muslim 
So(3>ety i s an open s o c i e t y . The r e s u l t i s t h a t t h e 
r e l i g i o u s d i f f e r e n c e s t u r n i n t o s o c i a l as w e l l a s 
communal t e n s i o n s among the communit ies . 
According t o % . P.M. Deoxhi ta Sa rvak ta 18 
t h e l e a d e r s p lead only to cursh the h e a d s . They a r e 
t h e o l o g i c a l p o l i t i c a l and s o d i a l head . They plead the 
s p i r i t of i n t o l e r a n c e , c o n s p i r a c y , f o u l manoeuvres 
and v i o l e n c e of one group d i r e c t e d a g a i n s t t h e o t h e r 
on the b a s i s of t h e o l o g i c a l , p o l i t i c a l and s o c i a l 
1 6 . H i s t o r y of Ph i losophy 17 . The \mtouchab les 
Mamayun E a b i r Amrit Book Co. , 
P . 1 4 , 5 5 , 1 0 5 , 1 1 1 , 1 1 5 - 1 2 4 , New D e l h i 1948 
^2® P.80 
1 8 . Three Headed Comnunal 
Demon Badian 
21-6-70 
groups . -AM u l t ima te ly communali8m i s infused 
in the group. 
Two of them accuse the theologian, 19 
f o r nouris idng the communalism in terms of group 
t e n s i o n . The group v i o l e n c e , undemocratic manoeu-
• r i n g s and conspi rac ies of one p o l i t i c a l party 
aga ins t the o ther p a r t y , a l l these i n c i t e p o l i t i c a l 
war aga ins t the communities. The impact of these 
a c t i v i t i e s the narrow mindedness, i s u l t ima te ly 
r e f l e c t e d in the soc ie ty a t l a r g e . 
20 According to Carman's research on 
Dravidiaa S a n s k r i t i c , there i s a wide gulf betweea 
Brahimin and non Brahmines in the South Ind ia 
because Brahmins «ay tha t they a re not only in 
majori ty in populat ion as well as b e t t e r educated. 
So they want to maintain t h e i r s u p e r i o r i t y and 
soveriegnly on non-Brahmines so tiie r e l i g i o u s 
domination i s the main problem in South Ind ia , 
Non-Brahmines do not accept r e l i g i o u s supe r io r i t y 
of the Brahmins. 
Since the s ign i f i cance of the fiindi41ni i s atmavidya 21 
(knowledge of the se l f ) and other worldl iness and most 
r e l i g i o u s and orthodox p r a c t i c e s l i k e media ta t ion , 
asce t ic i sm e t c . , enjoined s o l i t u d e , i t i s often assumed 
t h a t Hinduism does not emphasis the duty t o one 's fellow 
beings and s o c i e t y . I t i s se l f centred. One witness of 
i t i s t h a t Hindus miss ions , s o c i e t i e s and i n s t i t u t i o n s 
cont r ibu te a suspecious par t in r e l i e f works dur ing 
f loods , famines, droughts and r i o t s where as ch r i s t i ans 
who number only 12 mi l l i on , (compared to Hindus 600 
mi l l ion and 100 mi l l ion Muslims) are always in the 
foref ront of s o c i a l educat ional and medic4i a i d s . 
19. The New Relativism in American Theology 
by Michael Novck commentaries by Harney 
Cox Daniel Collahan 
Them 
20. Thomas J.J. Allizer David little 
Brain wicker 
P.442 
According to &lta» Dharma means a code of 
development or rightlousness* ADA the Undue 
knew that it waB not any particular religion 
tbat would be a passport to the Bearen but that 
it could be attained by the development of the 
self. They paid more attention towards self 
centred arts, science and all sphere of life* 
Swami Vivekanand said, "No religion on earth 
preaches the dignity of humsjiity in such lofty 
strains as Hinduism, and no religion on earth 
tread upon the neck of the men and poor and the 
low in such a fashion as Binduism. Gautama Budha 
was one of the first Protestant Bindus*** 
Caste and untoachability have been themajor 
causes ofwhat Mr* Moraes devcribed as the "Passive 
cruelty" 
21 
Subhaya Bas Gupta *s Bindu £thos 
and the challenge of change 
Hladua are capable of. As a matter of fact, ertielty 
le being practised. Almost every month we hear of 
Ear 1 Jans and Mtislims being burnt or looted. The whole 
locality of "untouchables and hates* being wiped out. 
Ho one seems to hare been shocked 1:^  these happenings 
emd accidents. But Swami Yirekanand called "dont 
touchism" people hare found justification for caste 
on historical grounds. It has the merit of knitting 
togather* many races, communities and culture into 
independent units. Off course it detriorated into an 
instrument of oppression. Hindus hare closed societies 
and there is not possibility of mobility. It takes 
worst turn into communal character which inspires 
communal disturbances in the country. Actually Hindu 
religion does not teach txs hate, grudge and genocide 
but the aim of Hindu religion for Humanity Is:-
Sarvataratu durgani savolihad rani pasyati 
Sfiurvastad budhism apnotu sarvah sarvatranandat 
(My all hare safe passage through the hardships of life 
may all see the fac4i of happiness, may all attain right 
knowledge, may all rejoice every where). 
The da¥« of eighteenth eantury is the start 
of disintegration and degeneration whidi were shown 
in the body politics of the Muslims empires. According 
to Mill "the forlorn BmperAr, the representatiye of so 
illxu3trios a race, who now possesses hardly a roof to 
protect him. This is the way of degeneration and down-
fall of Muslim imperialism. That was the main shockon 
for Muslim. But Muslim have open society for all with-
out any prior restriction in the Islamic institutions. 
It has Shariat and holy Quran two fundamental of 
Islamic constitutional books which gire us .the 
doctrine of unity and war against ineuqality throu^ 
peaceful means. If any Muslim goes beyf:pnd this limit 
that means he is devaiting frcm the Islamic principle. 
So Dr, Hunter puts his words about Muslims: 
The truth is that our system of public instru-
ction which has awakend the Hindus from the centruries, 
and quickened their inert masses with some of the noble 
impulses of a nation, is opposed to the traditions un-
suited to, the requirements, and hateful to the religion 
of Mussalmans ".22 At this time Muslims were facing 
-t&- -56— 
a lot of difficultiee but they were with Congress 
against Britisii imperialism. 
So the position today where by political 
parties organize themselves in order to further 
their own plans and ideas of Govt, is accepted ty 
democratic countries without any objection. A 
party does not hold itself in readiness to take 
over the reins of Grovt, But it continually 
strives to influence the policy of the parties in 
power. 
In India po l i t i c a l par t ies and po l i t i ca l 
movement are s t i l l divided along rel igious and 
Ideological l i n e s . Yet th is has not prevented 
i t from becoming s t rong. Here the balance t i i t s 
def in i te ly in favour of the pS l i t i c a l par t ies . 
As i s to be expected in an uneven re la t ionship, 
the strong goes to ezpliot the weak. In 
po l i t i c s we find here a basic difference in 
approach to the power of 1»arties and public; 
whether i t should be a broad focius taking in i t s 
scope over all social and political change or 
the impact of the political movement in the 
shape of communal riots which are the worst shape 
in the country. The communalism is not bad. It 
should be in any shape in the human beings for 
racing and competition but in India we see it 
in the shape of riot, or brutal behaviour. On 
aceoiant of this thousands of men, Women and 
Children suffer froa this urgly scene. Whatever 
be the position adopted as most suitable to the 
present conditions prevailing in the country, 
this much is certain, that the use of the 
political movements for the furtheringof broad 
socio political ob;jecldves disparses and weakens 
the economic powers of the country, which should 
be said co\intervailing power against the adminis-
tration. Ihis economic power not only prevented 
22. General condition of Muslim edited by 
Dr. Hunter 




from achieTing a tmlted t a r g e t , but i t diricles the 
workers and merchants on coflmunal as we l l as p o l i t i c a l 
i s sues in which they hare Common i n t e r e s t . The economic 
l i f e i s a l so hased on r e l i g i o n . 
In Ind ia the shaping of the soc ie ty of 
ideology i s formost i n the mind ofleaders and the 
people . Dayid £• Apter speaks in t h i s context of 
25 
P o l i t i c i z a t i o n of the whole of s o c i a l l i f e . " i s 
ptirely sen t imenta l appeals were ine f fec tua l t o exc i te 
s u f f i c i e n t popular sympathy, the leaders of the a n t i -
p a r t i t i o n moTement searching for a na t i ona l hero 
endoured t o import from Bombay the cu l t of Shivaji 
and appealed to the r e l i g i o n of the multitiade hy 
ptLacing t h e i r e f fo r t s under the patronage of Ka l i , the 
goodness of s t r eng th and des t ruc t ion* 
Muslims were not s a t i s f i e d with Oongress 
and i t s l e a d e r s . Theultimate r e s u l t was t h i s t h a t they 
foxmed Muslim League in 1907 and Mr. Jixmah became i t s 
l eade r for the s e c u r i t y of r i ^ t s and l i f e in the country* 
Muslim League slogan was for the Muslim not f o r other 
communities. 24 
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I t i s obvious from the varying a t t i t u d e s of 
the communities t h a t a consensus among them on 
r e l a t i o n with Hindus and Muslims w i l l not be easy. 
There i s big gap for instance between the merchants 
and workers and consumers. The^farmer, the leading 
members of which a re Hindus and Muslims to be joined 
by other communities fran t h e i r i n d u s t r i a l p o t e n t i a l 
want to jo in though low pr ice in order to keep pr ices 
economic for t h e i r investment and consumption depend 
on communal f e e l i n g s . According to Hutton the hindu 
Caste i s divided on occupational b a s i s . Burgess a lso 
advoi^ated the same in the P r i n c i p l e of S t r a t i f i c a t i o n 
where *e expresses the economic r o l e in Ind ia i s 
mainly on communal l i n e s for example, carpentars , 
smi ths , weaver, u t c h e r s , shoes makers and Brahimine 
a l l of them a re r e l a t ed to t h e i r _^f *f aj^ d community. 
So Peacock says t h a t monopolists creafs conf l ic t and 
s o c i a l d i f ferences among the s o c i e t y . 
2 3 , P o l i t i c a l Religion in the 24. Chapter I I I A Social 
New Nation and P o l i t i c a l Social 
Univers i ty of Cal i forn ia , Organization for the 
Berkeley Mohammadean 
i tepor tNo.235 . 1964 Muslim I n l n d a 
BY M. Noman 
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The confl ic t of i n t e r e s t s and p r o f i t e x i s t in 
the commodities and t r ade i n t e r e s t s . The expanding 
inf luence of the communal r i o t s which has now about 
Muslims and mino r i t i e s associa ted with i t comes in 
as a common stand and so do the p o l i t i c a l considera-
t ions of the p a r t i e s . The commvmities "being a t present 
the dominat economic species cannot afford t o miss i t , 
i f i t i s only in t h e i r own long term i n t e r e s t s ofsur-
v i v a l and p r o s p e r i t y . The datai^of Aligarh show the 
important r o l e of economic considerat ions in the commimal 
d i s t u r b a n c e s . 
A comprehensive educat ional transformation 
s t r e s s e s the need to move away fran theconcept of 
cO!Tiaiunalism to tha t of l ea rn ing , from communal to non 
communal education, and from a system t h a t in effect 
s e t s too much s t r e s s on s t r u c t u r a l i n s t r u c t i o n a t the 
axpenses of a genuine process of l e a rn ing s k i l l s re levant 
to the community and the individual . - The preparat ion 
of t e x t book of h i s to ry are based on the 
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r e l i g i o n where the B r i t i s h e r s have l e f t the 
theory of Divide and Rule . The Hindus and 
Muslims were t r ea ted as b r o t h e r s . They had 
bro ther ly r e l a t i o n s with t h e i r neighbours. T h ^ 
pay the g rea t regard and r e spec t to t h e i r Purvaj 
or a n c e s t o r s . 
Aligarh d i s t r i c t was the occurrence of 
Eindtis Muslim Unity. They had equal r i g h t s of 
i n t e r f e r r i n g in the r e l a t i o n of each r e l i g i o n . 
The Hindus were permitted to en te r in the holy 
places of Muslims and Muslims had the same r i g h t , 
Muslims landlords and Hindu merchants had equal 
r i g h t s of t r ansac t ion in the l i f e behaviour. The 
s ign i f i cance of r e l i g i o n shows the con»nunal harmony 
in every sphere of l i f e . The Freedom Movement was 
the ca\ise of the f r a c t i o n of soc ie ty in the name of 
r e l i g i o n . Because the B r i t i s h e r s were af f ra id t ha t 
t he p o l i t i c a l cons^ousness was coming in the Indiaa 
Communities. So they played t h i s r o l e of hate 
aga ins t each communities. 
Aooording to Moin Shakir, "The Muslim 
Political tradition in India has been essentially 
religious and medieval in character. This character 
was obviously unfavourable to the independent politcal 
thinking in this country. Besides Islamic polity 
embodies the Unity of religion and Politics. Olhe 
notion of secularism has been absent in the mind of 
Muslim commimity. This should be noted that the concept 
of the unity of religon and politics is one of the 
various versions of the Islamic polity xinfortunately, 
due to the emergence of the institution of kinship and 
the self seeking worldly Ulma, this has been the dominant 
view regarding politics in Islam. 
The Ulma and Pandit are the sources ofthe misinte-
rpretation of the religious dogmas. They turn the mob 
for their own interest. The tmtouchability is also the 
invention of the Pandits who do not want see the Earijans 
on equal level. But they are a few in both the communi-
ties. 
-6^-
The empirical study indicates the religion 
has no important role in communal riots. There is 
no dispute over the religious issue. Equal rights 
have been given by the constitution of India regarding 
religion. Every body has the right of freedom of workship 
and religious belief. There is no essentially ethical as 
well as emotional hatered among the two big communities. 
Hindus and Muslims have wqual faith in God and receive 
guidance for practical life from religion. The Poet 
Iqbal says "Mazhab nahin sikhata apas men bairrakhana, 
Hindi hain ham watan hai Hindxistan Hamara**. Some 
anti social elements want to defame the religion and 
try to disturb the religious peaceful atmosphere as 
is evident from the table. So the above table shows 
the importance of religion in the social life. The 
Hindus and Muslims in majority are of the opinion that 
religion is not hurdle among the communal harmony. 
Inspite of religion the members of the both communities 




Communal politics leads to the disharmony of 
the nation, community and group. It is the reverse 
politics of nation "building and pluralism, imeriean, 
Western and African countries are more specific. They 
are once again passing thro^ igh a phase of racial, 
colour ajid communal tension which have renewed the 
feelings of apprhension and insecurity in the country's 
population, who happen to be black, Brown, religious, 
linguistic, and caste etc. According to the Times of 
India dated 8-6-76 the racial tension broke out in England 
This time bound disturbance in the lives ofthe Asians of 
Indian, Pakistani and Bangladesh origin and of west Indians 
generally follows that have been identified since indepen-
dents in the world. In America there is Hegro and white 
dispute, Afericans have tension against whites, Arabs have 
their problems against Israiles andwestem countries have 
the grudge and social tension s,gain8t Asians. Mr.Enoch 
Powell sits in the House of common as a member of the 
Unionist party of ffor^hern Ireland, but concerns himself 
more with "the coloured" immigrants, than with the 
Catholic Protestant Civil ¥ar of sectarian killings 
in his constituency. His latest contribution to 
racial incitment was his prediction of an injjection 
of explosive and fire arms to England with large 
2 
coloured people population. According to Hindustan 
Times dated 10-6-1976 Govt, of India investigated 
against Anand Marg and the evidences are there to 
proof that this Pa cist pso^ ty was making a plan against 
the Govt, and the miniorities. The (Jovt. of India 
succeeded in controlling the Pacists parties after 
Emergency. The racist and communal parties whose 
politics is confined to compaigns designed to 
frighten the immigrants to leave the country. 
-6i-
Maxlauia Impact 
The built up to conmunal parties and leaders 
are typical of their previous utterances on immigrants. 
They apparently watch for a developing situation which 
will give the maximum impact to their message of national 
doom. The present economic condition, in which unemploy-
ment is rising and inflation is to be checked by wage 
restraint, provided there is appropriate background to 
arouse resentment against the coloured and communal 
workers and residents. The Jan Sangh, l.S.S. And Harg 
Shiv Sena, Hindu Mahasabha, Jamaat Islaai and Huslia 
League, are openly Facist bodies, had by demonstrations 
in disturbed areas of jLLigarh and other parts of India 
contrived to create incidents which focussed attention 
on the 40J<i Muslim population, competing for jobs, housing 
and social security with the Indian citizens. In England, 
the National Front has the Fascist attitude against Indians 
and Asieuas on account of Colour difference. 
Going 1^ past experience, the present flare up 
ia racial or communal feelings should wave after a 
time but will not be allowed to disappear so long as 
communalism is exploited for Political purposes. 
The communal politics in India is a contradictary 
mixture of ideology and profit motive. It is not generally 
that it was the conservatives, the traders and the smvloTeTn 
who, encourage the communal polities iii public and private 
sectors* 
The greatest danger is the ignorance of the facts 
of the disturbed situation. The impression that is wideily 
prevelent of hate, grudge, untouchability scrounging on 
social security benifits has been proved baseless by 
political parties and governments but the tabloids and other 
popular newspapers continue to publish and there by sensat-
ionalising odd cases to strengthen the pessimistic views. 
Similarly the cases were occurred in England on 
June 8, 1976 where one Indian student was brutally stabbed 
3 
by the members of Hational Front party on which Mr.Callaghan 
the Prime Minister of England afologised and he assured the 
Asian countries that their lives and propeirty would be safe* 
•6g-
On the whole the communal politics is devastating 
the human life in the world. It s 
fl-h -fche early stage. 
India faces today the new challenge of an 
unprecedented crisis in the political, religious, 
economic, educational and social spheres of life where 
politics has become guiding factor of social behaviour 
4 
of Indians. According to David B.Truman •• the origins 
of interest groups and circumstances surrounding their 
orientations of Govt, are among the factors most relevant 
to a description of group politics. It can safely be said 
that to some extent the group interest shape the public 
policy, related interests, values, or prefez^nces which 
(1) antedate the existance of the organised community 
(2) are the rational basis fgr joining and remaining as 
members of the association (3) are articulated and height-
ened byvirtue of the associational interactions and (4) 
are represented through the kssoeiation the policy of the 
activities. 
The root of the political conflict is for group 
domination, "^he groups want to thrust their ideologius 
and principles oa otkere. ThuB there i s conflict 
between those who accept a universal is t morality 
binding on man kind and those who believe that 
moral volues are r e l a t ive • Others again think 
that the difference i s not about ultimate ends 
but the difference l i e s between opposite views 
about the r igh t r e l a t ion between ends and means. 
The forces engaged in the s t r u ^ l e for mastary 
a r e , i t can be ascerted s t t i c t l y moral. 
1 3 4 
Times of India Disturbed in England The Govern-
New Delhi Statesman mental 
28-6-76 10-6-76 Process 
Few Tork, 
Hindustan Times ^ ® ^ * 
Hew Delhi 1951, P.66 
10-6-76 
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Social Olass and Sex 
Political orientatiOD« seem to be disturbed 
according to membership of or identification with 
various social groups. The study of political opinion 
and ToSiings shows that persons of different socio-
economic statxis differ in their political orientations 
and these differences occur with considerable regularity 
and continuity. •'Social class was meared by the occupa-
tion of the respondents' father or guardian obtained hj 
the child's response to two questions» one open end^ 
and the other closed ended".5 
(There are some historical facts behind it for 
example the war between Catholic and Protestant* in 
England» the conflict between NazlS'ts and Facists in 
Russia and Germany, Black and White political conflict 
in U.S.A. Jev^ Lsh Terses Arabian conflict in Middle East, 
Bourgeoise and Proletarian conflicts and tension in the 
eomunist coxantries, and particularly Hindu rerses 
Muslim conflict and tension in India. Cmmunal conflicts 
are socially as well as politically harafiil for the 
society at large* 
-If-
They spread group violence in the society 
which ie the problem of the day. In particidar, 
the association and war with revolution has now 
a significance far more terrifying than at any other 
time in the world history, due to the brutality of 
modem warfare with its mass deportations and 
massacre of millions of the people* 
Social Choice and Individual values 
2i3d. ed New York John Viley and Sons 
1965, Kenneth J., Arrow P. 109 
Paorty Indentillcatlon 
Identification with a political party is an 
orientation of considerable importance for understanding 
the process of political socialization. It impact on 
political attitudes, roting behaviour electoral decision, 
and party system hare been described in the desertation* 
India is a democratic country where the people 
hare the right to form a political organisation. The 
freedom of the country is the ultimate result of the 
political activities in a country under foreign rule. 
Public protest to chage the Govt, policy has become 
the institutionalised and rationalised in India. Politi-
cians and political parties use protests teaching by 
their actions that violent prote&t is the right of a 
citizen of free country. Evidence indicated that the 
public protests are increasing since 1947 and will 
continue because of weak policies of the congress party. 
31here are many communal political parties in India such 
as Muslim League, Jamaat Islami, Ithadul Muslameen, Muslim 
Majlis, Akali Dal, Hindu Mahasabha, Bam £aj Parshad, R.S.S. 
and Jan 3angh. These parties want to win the support of 
the public with communal slogan. 
So r e l i g i o n , wMcli in i t s essence, i s a -unifying 
f o r c e , i s Iseing used to divide and d i sun i t e people. 
Oonmunalism in r e l i g i o n or iented p o l i t i c s has become 
an opera t ive p o l i t i c a l p r i n c i p l e f o r a separa te 
ideology. 
Behind the continued happening of coomunal 
r i o t s , there are permanent i n t e r e s t s of the coomunalists 
p o l i t i c i a n s . The sabotours of communal harmony know i t 
fu l ly we l l tha t they would cease t o survive^ i f perchance 
d i f f e r e n t r e l i g i o u s communities in Ind ia decide to l i ve 
toge ther peacefu l ly . 
The other harmful aspect of communal pa r t i e s 
i s in the shape of m i l i t a n t organizat ion , l i k e the 
RSS, Shivsena Anand Marg, Hindu Mahasabha and Jaamat 
I s l a m i . They are in f a c t p o l i t i c a l armies openly 
preaching communal v io lence . The members of these 
o rgan i sa t ions devise sub t l e and ingenious ways to 
preach t h e i r r e v i v a l i s t and f i s s i p a r i o u s ideology 
in order t o fan the dead wood of r e l i g i o u s differences 
in the name o f p o l i t i c s , p a r t i c u l a r l y among Hindus 
and Muslims. 
Even the h i s to ry of the p a r t i t i o n of India i s 
the h i s t o r y of P o l i t i c a l opjourtunism of top n a t i o n a l i s t 
who placed t h e i r s e l f i n t e r e s t above that of the country. 
They accepted the p a r t i t i o n of the country in to Pakis tan , 
India because they were in a hurry to capture the power. 
Even now t h i s can happen again i f tlae Jan Sangh, 
H.S.S. and the Hindu Mahasabha a re a l l t a r red with the 
same brush-headed by M/s. Atal Behari^Vajpayee, Balraj 
Madhok, Sunder Singh Bhandari. ^hey c^llm to be the 
only descendent of Bhim, Arjun and Drauncharya, They 
have the back s ign of oath and lessen of hatred in t h e i r 
prayer and t i v e the doc t r ine of hate to the Hindus agains t 
the Muslim. This r e s u l t s in creat ing hatred & tension 
among the two communities. 
6. P r i v a t e Axml^f.S 
They I l i t i s t r a ted Weekly of Ind ia 
March 15-1970 P.613 
By Malik H a r j i . 
Problems of Minority 
The popula-fcion of India i s 65 erores, out of 
which 10 crore are the Muslims.Jftxa Muslims are in 
minority: the Eindus are in a majority, 
7 
The word 'minori ty ' is not defined in the Indian 
const i tu t ion. In the absence of any special def in i t ion , 
i t must be held that any community, re l igious or l inguis-
t i c , which i s numerically less than fif ty percent of the 
population of a s t a t e i s a minority within the meaning 
of th is Article ( Art. 30). The Supreme Court has held 
that in order that persons may claim the fundamental r igh t , 
under Art ic le 29(1) and 30(1), of being regarded as a 
minority, i t i s not necessary that they must numerically 
consti tute a minority ofthe population in that part icular 
region in which the educational in s t i tu t ion in question 
i s s i tua ted . No group, even if i t be a majority, shal l 
impose i t s language, sc r ip t or cul ture , on the minorit ies.8 
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The aim of these const i tut ional provisions 
are to give equsJ. r ights to every c i t izen without 
crushing the aspirations of individual or group. The 
MueliiBs as rel igious minority should enjoy equal rights 
and receive protection as provided in the consti tut ion. 
7 
Groups - Existence for Group r i ^ t s of Minorities 
Social tension in India 
By G. S. Ghurye 
P.52 
8 
Constitution of India 
(Hagpur 1954) P.677 
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Insecur i ty of Muelim 
In most s o c i e t i e s , m ino r i t i e s find themselTes 
handicapped by ce r t a in impediments to t h e i r upward 
growth along with the major i ty . They are apt to f e e l , 
i n too many cases , t h a t they donot have an equal shape 
in the comforts of l i f e , or they do not enjoy equal 
r i g h t s wi th the major i ty . These assertardms can be pre 
or disapproved by es tab l i shed s t a t i s t i c a l d a t a . For 
example, the di f ference of occupation, income and s t a t i c s 
among them are f ac to r s of c o n f l i c t . They f ee l t h a t t h e i r 
l i v e s and property are unsafe 
The Muslim sense of insecur i ty in the 19th century 
was more psychological than r e a l . Their p o l i t i c a l monopoly 
had co l lapsed , t h e i r economic propser i ty was ruined and 
c u l t u r a l l y they were l e f t i s o l a t e d . Natural ly the Muslims 
as a community developed a sense of hatred towards Br i t i she r s 
and Hindus as a'^tive pa r tne r in t h e i r d e s t r u c t i o n . In the 
twent ie th Oent\iry the emergence of m i l i t a n t s p i r i t in 
Hindtis creatgi,Jhfi_.hembecked for the Muslims. 
i^^'^ Aec No. 
-^  .IDSj^fe. ui 
'CT 
K^^A. ^ .--l-^ y,y/j • / y 
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Partition was the main cauee of the Hindu Muslim 
conflict, ^he communalist Muslim hare found their 
"Home land" through the emergence of Pakistan and 
they have lost the rightto live in sec\ilar India, 10 
To some extent this opinion of Hindus for those 
Muslim who have chosen to live in secular India 
is correct. 
The Muslim feel that they are politically 
dominated hy the Hindus, Because the historiaal 
evidence tells us that Muslims were the rulers of 
India. According to J. N. Ssurkar the famous historian, 
Mohd. Ghazni, Alauddin Ehilji and Aurang Zeh*s behaviour 
with Hindvis were not just and the Hindus were looked 
upon hy them as second class citizens. 
9 10 
Immaturity of Muslim fiHthic On Libera t ion of Indian 
The Times of India Muslim 
15 August 1970 By Abid Hussain 
Moin Shakir P.217 
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The business and employment position are not 
satisfactory. The Muslims feel that they are negle^ t^ed 
12 
by the G-ort, as well as the majority community. The 
educational institutions are not free from the interference 
of the group tensions. Some of the Hindus are orthodox 
in caste ism and c (smaunalism. 
These factors directly react on Muslims minds and 
they feel a kind of tension. This tension creates the 
situation of Political insecurity. The insecurity of 
Muslims and "backward classes pose a problem in the 
secular India. Under the circumstances stated above 
tension thus developed is apt to "teke place in violence, 
12 
Socia l s t r a - t i f i c a t i o n 
Cfultural Plural ism and 
National I n t e g r a t i o n 
Bombay 1959 
11 
• Medieval His tory of India 
By J . N. Sarkar 
Table shows the role of PotpTice in the Communal 
disturbances. 
BIHDUS MUSLIMS 
•Agree Disagree Total Agree Dig-Tot< 
1 . Muslim are not safe SESJ — 
in India. 19 81 100 50 50 10( 
2. Govt. i& interfering 
in your religious 
affairs. 42 58 60 40 
3. Sort, gives importance 
to the Muslim for the 
sake of their ToXes, 76 24 86 H 
Oreation of Pakistan 
is responsible for 
communal tension. 73 27 48 52 
5. Oommunal feeling of the 
Hindxis responsible for 
the creation of Pakis-
tan. 29 71 68 32 
6. Hindus haye some fears 
from the Muslims in 
India. 40 60 20 80 
7« Govt. giv6 importance to 
Hindus because they are 
in majority. 37 63 68 32 
8. Some foreign countries 
are interested in spre-
ading communal tension 
in India. 64 24 76 24 
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HIHDU5 MUSLIMS 
Agree Die- Total Agree Dis- Total 







1G« MuBlime are Tictlmi-
zed "on tlie occasion 
of communal riots. 43 57 78 22 
tt, F&ulty leaderehlf 
is a course of 
communal tension* 75 25 86 14 
12. Hindus Openly k i l l 
Muslims at the time 
of communal r i o t s . 2S 71 73 27 
13. Muslims are so l e ly 
fespftnsil>le for 
communal r i o t s . 31 69 12 88 
14. &OTt« also backs 
communal tension. 49 51 66 34 
15* Muslims are appeased 
by the present C^ ovt. 
at the cost of the 
Hindus. 32 
16. Govt, has full know-
ledge of hose who 
instigate communal 
tensions but remains 
tanconcerned. 74 
Q @ 48 
26 100 78 
52 
22 100 
17. Police is ineffective 
in controlling commu-
nal riots. 77 
18. Hindus suffer a greater 
economic loss at the time 
of communal r i o t s . 51 
23 
49 
15. MuBllms regard tJao ArahAaa 
countries as the ir home land 




Xbe diBtur'bances are measured on the 'basis of 
politieal learnings of the majority. Whether the 
political parties and leaders for vent the political 
and edological differences among the people, the abore 
analysis indicates that Hindus and Muslims are victims 
of missunderstanding and frustration. The mj^ority of 
Muslims differ from the Hindu views and they say that 
the attitude of the majority community towards their 
aspirations is the cause of frustration. The Hindus 
have the opinion that the politics do not interfere 
with the daily life. The Hindus at large do not accept 
the assertion of the Muslims that they are insecure in 
the secular state of India. They emphasize that they 
are responsible for the creation of Pakistan by 
supporting vehmently the two Nation Theory but the 
Muslims dcmot agree with it as is evident from the 
above tabb. Most of the Hindixs and the Muslims are 
of opinion that &ovt. always have prior full knowledge 
of communal disturbeuaces and some time Govt.encourages 
the unrest• 
is^. 
India is a Secular State where there is freedom 
to fsyte political organisations and the citizens, can 
freely express their views from platform and in press, 
Thus a political field of competition is created to 
capture seats in the local bodies and legislators by 
fairs and foul means. 
On this occasion political parties nominate their 
candidates to contest from a particular constituency. 
Ihe political leaders and their party workers and the 
candidte visit the town, Mohallas, lanes and villager 
of the constituteney^f«» securing votes. They employ 
every possible means and the worst is that they manipulate 
principle and facts to mobilise public opinion in support 
of their candidate. The emergence of election system 
caused to produce bulk of literature of political 
engineering, high lighting the achievements of the party, 
for a particular caste or community. The Indian election 
pattern created casteism, regionalism and communalism. 
^ 4 -
If the candidate is Muslim, Pandits, Bania, ^akur 
or Shudra, lie chooses the constituency where majority 
13 
of his community fellows lire. The huge majority of 
Indians is uneducated and illetrate. They have no 
political sense to cast their votes for a suitable 
candidate, they are led by caste or communal consi-
derations . 
dn this occasion the majority compel the 
mt^ minority to caste their votes intheir favour. This 
kind of pressure leads to political as well as eommxinal 
disturbances. Behind these activities there are 
personal vested interests as well as some of the 
communal Parties as Jan Sangh, Muslim League, E.S,S« 
Jammat Islami, Hindu Mahasabha and other communal 
parties raise a cry of religion in danger and they 
make an alliance with anti-congress elements to 
achieve their goal by exploiting innocent and illi-
terate masses. 
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Th.e concluding llne^on po l i t i c a l isaue shov 
that poli t ical- par t ies perfonn very impoftamt role 
in creating the conf l ic t , ha te , grudge and un-healthy 
competition among the commtmities. The leaders 
exploit the s i tua t ion to curse the candidates of 
other part ies in the name of communities. The Sort* 
also ins t igate the comaiuialism because they want to 
cling to the power. The Muslims suffer from 
f rus t ra t ion , they feel insecure. India po l i t i c a l 
part ies play a foul game against the individuals 
and communities. 
New Hole of Caste as Po l i t i ca l 
Pressure group 




Educational Aspect of Oommimal Hiots: 
The concept of education is being increasingly 
geared up to the needs andaspirations of national 
development. Ei therto considered as means of 
transmitt ing t rad i t iona l values, education is now 
understood as a factor contributing to the change of 
man and his environment with healthy atmosphere, ^ e 
en t i re functions and objects of education converage 
on a single focus of making the individ\ial contributory 
to the development of the self and the society. One 
needs to be educated in order to be a bet ter man, a 
be t te r soc ia l b^ing and a bet ter productive and 
creative being. Peter Lengvel has laid down four 
charac ter i s t ics of Education: 
1. Education i s both consumption and production. 
I t produces the s k i l l s , a t t i tudes andpereonality. 
2. Education promotes self discipl ine opens up 
fresh opportunities and lends range, flexibiliigr and 
scope to society. 
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3. Education differentiates cost and put according 
to socio economic level. 
4. Education is a process of Capital in huaans. 
Communalism divides people professing different 
religions. SJhese differences were played upon by the 
alien government in pursuance of the policy of "divide 
et empera" and resulted in the partition of ttie country. 
People even today have their kith and kin across the 
borders and this may develop into divided national 
allegiance. 
Gandhi believed that the happiness of a society 
as a whole meant that the duty of the man lies to 
promote only the happiness of iixe majority of man-
kind. He refused to accept that happiness means only 
physical pleasure or economic prosperity. 
The partition of India could not and has not 
solved the eommunal problem. Inspite of large 
scale migration of minorities fr<»a both the cotantriee, 
there are large number of Muslims in India andNon-
Muslime in Pakistan. The migration of the population 
has created communal problems in India. Due to un-
employment the Muslim youngnen migrated from India 
to Pakistan, similarly Non-Muslims came from Pakistan. 
The impact of this large scale migration is the cause 
of tension. 
Meber has said that traditionalism as deeply 
engrained habits of thought and custom which impinged 
upon people's ability to aceomulate wealth. He 
analysed two types of traditional organisations. 
Parties chaAism indicates the domination modelled 
after that of the master over his house hold. Vhen 
this traditional organization develops it interfere 
with government affairs and treats Govt, employees 
like personal servants. Thus cultTiral and religious 
values are inter connected with the Institutions of 
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the society and the actions of its mwiberB. Where 
there were marked tend4Uicies towards active control 
over the environment there were rediments of ration-
alization reached its peak during the period of ealvi-
niem and much obsessed hy the grievances of the minority 
co-mmunities and have granted them constitutional prote-
ctions. They haye no doubt a right to ask for the 
redress of their grievances, but a;ny attempt at erhausi-
veness and isolation islikely to be mis-undezetood l^y 
the other communities and harm those who seek them. It 
is but natural for the various communities to take steps 
for the uplift of their own religious groups; but it is 
highly undesirable to seek advantages for one community 
at the cost of others. 
The students at the school and college level 
are grown up. 1 majority of them are adololescence which 
is a period of great stress and strain. They are very 
inquisitive and highly emotional. Strange emotions 
surge up and sweep their intellect. This is the time 
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when the t r a i n i n g of emotions should be empha48ized. 
The pupi l s should he t rained to r e s t r a i n t h e i r emotions, 
develop a f ee l i ng se t fo r higher values and conditioned 
responses fo r day to day behaviour. Dr. Saapumanand 
proposed t h a t a ' Spec i a l area of study* should be 
prescr ibed to help understanding creeds , f a i t h s and 
a s p i r a t i o n of the people . The reading ma te r i a l should 
p resen t a p ic tu re of eoheslvenees and cooperation mini-
mizing the s o c i a l , r e l i g i o u s and l i n g u i s t i c d i f fe rences . 
"All education must aim a t the bui ld ing up of 
cha rac te r . I cannot see how charac ter can be 
b u i l t up without r e l i g i o n " - GAKDHI. 
The Muslim League was opposed to the scheme of 
wardha education because i t was "un-Islamic" and injurious 
to the c u l t u r a l i n t e r e s t s of Muslims. Indeed t h i s comple-
t e ly s e c u l a r and educat ional ly sound proposal was even 
dubbed as s p e d i f i c a l l y Hindu by a man of the s t a t u r e of 
Mr. M, A. J i i n n a h . He s a id , 'These schemes ( the wardha 
Education Scheme and Vidya Mandir) had been propounded 
a f t e r carefu l d e l i b e r a t i o n and with a d e f i n i t e object 
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and the coamunal s p i r i t prevailed in the 
Congress committed to secular ism. The 
Congress was divided in to progressive and 
communal groups. 
On t h i s occasion Gandhi advised the Hindus 
and Muslims tha t they should have knowledge 
the Grita and holy Quran. The educat ional 
system of India carved out by the B r i t i s h 
Rulers with vested i n t e r e s t s was respons ib le 
fo r c r ea t i ng communal f ee l ings and rousing 
them to culminate in communal r i o t s , Because 
t he p o l i t i c a l p a r t i e s and a n t i - s o c i a l elements 
were nourishing the pol icy of divide and r u l e . 
The main reason for the B r i t i s h e r s be adopt 
the pol icy of Divide and r u l e was 
1 Max-¥eber 
Crucial Problems in Indian Education 
Arya Book Depot Karol Bagh 
New Delhi 
By V. S. Mathur 
P.21 
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to defend t h e i r kingdom. According to Radha Krishnan 
Report on Univers i ty Education published in 1949 
dogmatic education was responshle for group c o n f l i c t . 
The r e s u l t o f the western system of education 
forced upon Indians by the B r i t i s h e r s was t h a t the 
Indians suLready caste r idden developed eommunalism 
and groapism. The s tudents and e l i t e s were playing 
very important ro le among the two big caamunit ies, 
Grandhi invi ted and urged stijdentki to take 
p a r t in the freedom movementin 1930. The r e s u l t was 
t h a t Al l Ind ia Students Federat ion took b i r t h in 1936. 
In add i t i on to the "mairustream" n a t i o n a l i s t 
s tudents movement, a nximber of other important trends 
ex i s ted within the s tudent community• Many Muslim 
s t u d e n t s , previously apa the t i c or procongress, were 
influenced by Mr. Mohd.Ali Jinnsih*s s a i l for a 
sepa ra t e Muslim S t a t e on the Indian subcontinent 
and joined the Muslim Leaguers All India Muslim 
Students Federa t ion , fiMinded in 1937. This organi-
s a t i o n which had s u b s t a n t i a l support of the Muslim 
s tuden t s , did not p a r t i c i p a t e in the independence 
movement, but instead of separa te Home Land pressed 
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for Muslim rights to be safeguarded» After the 
formation of Pakistan thispolitical party disappeared. 
The Hindu right wiiig also gained strength, 
as a reaction to Muslim separatist attitude. The 
Rashitrya Sweyam Sevak Sangh (RSS), founded late 
in 1920, appealed Hindu nationalism to react to anti 
Muslim and anti-christian feelings. By upholding 
traditional Hindu values, the R.S.S. was able to 
attract many Hindu students, particularly in schools 
and Colleges. The Hindu student Federation, founded 
in the 1930 with similar ideology as that of the HSS, 
had a more sophasticated approach and greater appeal 
for students. Its influence is limited to thenorth 
India, and now it is a threat to national Integration. 
For description of the role of student Uniozis in 
University Politics see Joseph DiBona, Change and 
conflict in the Indian University Bomaby Lelvani 1971 
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Student Unions in a number of Colleges have 
acquired political importance. In some of the 
more volatile of the north Indian Universities, 
such as Aligarh and Banaras, students have spearheaded 
protest compaigns. Agitations under taken by student 
Unions usually stefm from local issues, such as 
examinations disciplinary action taken by the University 
in connexion with protest against Amendment Act, 1972, 
living conditions, but in some cases Student Unions 
are controlled by ideological factious attempting to 
exploit the Unions as instrument of operations against 
an opposition political group within or outside the 
University. Communists^socialists, Jan Sangh's and factious 
within the congress party have not hesitated to use 
students Unions to achieve their own political ends, all 
the while there is decrying political interference in 
the Campus. 
The p o l i t i c a l p a r t i e s in the Country have adopted 
an s e l f i s h a t t i t u d e towards s tudents in recen t y e a r s . The 
Youth Congress was formed in 1949 hy the All Ind ia Congrese 
Committee. Despite i t s claim tha t i t was the I n d i a ' s 
l a r g e s t Youth o rgan i sa t ion , i t did not a t t r a c t much 
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attention of the Indian youth and served mainly 
as a "front group" of the Congresst Because the 
leadership did not encourage open political 
discussion, the organisation failed to draw able, 
and politically oriented youth, and the Youth 
Congress had few active chapters before its 
dessolution in 1965 because of internal political 
differences. 
In the recent past, a right wing student 
political organisational efforts have been quite 
successful in same j^ gions. One of the most important 
student organisations in India today is the Akhil 
Bhartiya Vidyarthi Parishad. This group, commonly 
called the Vidyarthi Pco^ishad, claims to be non 
political despite strong evidence suggesting that 
it is the youth wing of the rightist Hindu Communalist 
parties, and i)articularly of theJan Sangh. Local 
students of Aligarh who are students of D.S.College, 
Varashney College, Maheshwari College, Tikaram College, 
D.A.V. College, Naurangi Lall College are active members 
of the communal parties. Ihey openly defame the A.M.IJ. 
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we get a l l type i f freedom witiiout smy communal 
cons ide ra t i ons , A good niimber of the members of 
teaching s t a f f i s Hindu. !l?hey get regard and 
r e spec t from Muslim s tudents as they get from 
non-Aus lims s t t iden ts . There a re no instances 
of Univers i ty s tudents indulging in arson or 
loo t ing any property while such indulgence i s not 
lacking in o ther i n s t i t u t i o n s . 
Al l India Muslim Educational Conference 
was held in Bombay from 26th to 28lih May which was 
inaugurated by the CJhief Min is te r as Maharashtra 
Mr. Y.P. Naik. Over 600 delegates from d i f fe ren t 
s t a t e s of the Country took p a r t . The Conference 
discussed various educat ional and socio-economic 
problems of the community. 
For a study of the Hindu n a t i o n a l i s t movemaife. 
M i l i t a n t Hinduism in Indian P o l i t i c s , see Joseph Ourram 
The case of the H.S«S. ( New York ) 
I n s t i t u t e of Pac i f i c Affairs 1957. 
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Apart from Qbief Minis te r Naik those who 
addressed the Conference on var ious problems 
included Late Qhief Min is te r Barkatul lah Khan 
of Rajasthan. Union Min is te r of s t a t e fo r Home 
F.H,Mohsin and Mysore Minis te r Aziz Seth. Two 
Maharashtra Minis ters - Heal th Minis ter Dr.Rafiq 
Zakaria and Education Min i s t e r Prof. A.H.Hamjoshi 
a l so addressed the conference* 
All t hese min is te rs s t r e s sed the point t h a t 
t he Muslim eommxmity in every s t a t e may have i t s 
own educat ional problems but so f a r as the soc io -
economic problems a re concerned they are common 
to other communities. They landed p r iva te 
e f f o r t s made by the community to e levate i t s e l f 
educa t iona l ly but warned t h a t no such s t ep be 
taken which would take them away from "Main Stream" 
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Mysore minister Aziz Seth. stressed the fact 
tjte rich in the community and the funds of the wakfs 
should contribute to the educational uplift of the 
community. F. H. Mohsin emphasised that Urdu must 
he taught but regional languages should not be 
ignored. Papers were read by the experts in various 
fields. Dr. Salamatullah, Principal, College of 
Education Jamia Milia, New Delhi and several other 
prominent personalities in the field of Education 
read papers on Primary and Secondary Education -
Patima Akhtar, Chairman of siet College, Madras, and 
others dewlt on womens education. Mysore minister 
Aziz Seth, Raj as than Chief Minister Barkatullah Khan 
and Union Deputy minister for Home P. E. Mohsin and 
others emphesised that Muslim Youth should go for 
higher education. 
Promotion of Minorities Social and 
Constitutional 
Sanction 
Main Stream dated 9-6-73 
By A. K. Gupta 
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Y.A.PazAlbhoy, an i n d u s t r i a l i s t of Bombay, 
Dr, P.Z.AbdTil Ghafoor, Pres iden t Education Society 
of Ca l i cu t , and others spoke on the need of vaca t -
i o n a l and t echn ica l educat ion. Dr.A.M. Khusro the 
then D i r e c t o r , I n s t i t u t e of Eeconomic Growth, Delhi 
and others high l igh ted socio-economic problems 
Maulana Abdul Hasan Ali Nadvi and former Union 
Min i s t e r Yunus Saleem la id s t r e s s on giving r e l i g i o n 
educat ion s ide by s ide the secular educat ion. 
The conference was presided over by j u s t i c e 
Basheer Ahmad Saeed of Madras, Education Society. 
Why S i r Syed Ahmad Khan f e l t need of educational 
reforms? Nineteenth centuiy was the period of expan-
s ion and development of socio logy. At the advent of 
B r i t i s h r u l e in I n d i a , the soc ie ty xrnder went various 
changes. The f i r s t European country where i n d u s t r i a l 
r evo lu t ion and s o c i a l changes of grea t s igni f icance 
took p l ace , was England. This r evo lu t ion was i t s e l f 
the r e a c t i o n of climate in which important and 
va luable d i s c o v e r i e s , r e sea rches , inven t ions , 
innovat ions and transformations wei« taking place* 
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That was the period of hararasing the forces of nature as well as 
saqiiAng knowledge of space by human beings. The social p t ruc t i re 
was the resu l t of a new sp i r t t of free inquiiy based on the 
knowledge and social in teract ion Itervjin's theoiy of "species" 
and x^ecordo's pr inc ip les of Po l i t i ca l Jiconcany were the soirees 
of dwvelopment of biological sciences and p o l i t i c a l conditions. 
The iiapect of Bi i t i shers and InductrieQ. xievolution were chr.nging 
t h e social orders . The sdiool of philosophical ifedicElism 
pursuing Boitham teadiings of law and free contract, self 
i n t e r e s t , j u s t i c e and ecja£lity were mainly based on Industr ial 
Ahmad 
society. S i r Syedylihan concieved tha t Indian People could 
not grow and prosper un t i l the sp i r i t of t h e broadmindedness 
as Europeans had, i s bom in t he i r hearts^ This was 
the period when B r l t i ^ e r s fUlly captured poxjer and Hi slims 
were l e f t economically, social ly and edicationalyy worried 
and f l u s t r a t ed . 
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In the changed regime he got the employment 
under the British rulers and came into contact 
with British Officials and he had many English 
friends. The result of his friendship and social 
contacts with Britishers was useful which inspired 
him with the idea to bring about social change in 
his community. The reactions of these happenings 
ultimately gave birth to the spirit ofsocial change 
and reforms in education. At the time, he thought 
that the social depression or the feelings of 
complexes can be removed only by acquiring eastern 
culture and rendering scientific education in Indian 
languages. The knowledge to be imparted was to be 
such that it could be used directly for improving 
the economic condition and social status of the 
Indian. He had a very clear idea in his mind that 
reform could be brought through the mending of social 
structure and imparting education. This would run 
both as a source of inspiration and alerting the 
people to come on the front to achieve the end. 
He emphasized the need of reform of weaker section 
of the people. 
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S i r ^ e d Ahmad Khan had. e s tab l i shed school, 
Madarsa Chashme Rahmat G-hazipur under the super-
v i s i o n of Raja Deo Narain of Banaras in 1863 and 
a S c i e n t i f i c Society was founded a t Banaras and 
G-hazipur and through these i n s t i t u t i o n s he inforced 
the s p i r i t f o r acqui r ing western education. Medical 
Ha l l P r e s s , Banaras and i t s paper Rafaaul Akhbar. 
Grhulam Husaln a l i a s 
P r o p r i e t o r and Bdidor of Mumalii Syed/^aida ^Hussainj 
cooperated with some r i c h and i n f l u e n t i a l people 
of the time who gave whole hearted f i nanc i a l support, 
S i r Syed Ahmad was honest in h i s task of spreading 
education and urge for learn ing sc ience , but any how 
he could not succeed the re and shi f ted h i s mission 
from those places t o Al igarh. He was an ardent 
admirer ofwestern education and c i v i l i z a t i o n . He 
bel ieved and prached i n t e r communal harmony. 
The Passing of T rad i t iona l Society 
Glencoe, The Free Press 1958 
By Daniel Leaner 
P.60 
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Ee wanted ©quality in a l l spheres of l i f e 
f o r Muslims because Indian Muslims were vict im of 
f r u s t r a t i o n , economic depress ion, d i s -un i ty and 
discontentment . They were vic t im of poverl^y, 
p o l i t i c a l harassment, i l l e t r a c y and s o c i a l d i sorder 
due to B r i t i s h r u l e r s . He to ld the Indian masses 
i f any sec t ion of thepeople would remain backward 
t h a t would mean tha t the country couldnot achieve 
s o c i a l , moral, p o l i t i c a l and economic advencement 
and majority would be responsible for th i s s t a t e 
a f f a i r s . He v i s i t e d England t o study the method of 
educat ion . I n s p i t e of s t rong opposi t ion from the 
Muslim community a t l a r g e , he founded M.A.O. College 
in 1875» which u l t ima te ly acquired the s t a t u s of A.M.U, 
in 1920. Khan Bahad\ir Shamsul TJlma Maulana Abdul Khair 
and Maulana Amanatullah Ghazi-puri t he famous and well 
reputed i n t e l l e c t u a l s of t h e i r time were the ardent 
supportors of S i r ^ e d Ahmad Khan. 
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There i s a misunderstanding amon^indus 
regarding A.M.U.'s cha rac t e r . Theyire mistaken tha t 
the doors of the Univers i ty are closed for Hindus. 
S i r Syed once remarked " . . . . A l l r i gh t» of the college 
apper ta in ing to those who c a l l themselves Muslims are 
equal ly t o be enjoyed hy those who c a l l themselves 
Hindus without any r e s e r v a t i o n s . Ihere i s no d i s t i n -
c t ion what So over between the Hindus and Muslim". 
Here in t h i s college both Hindus as m i l as Muslims 
a re e n t i t l e d to get the s t ipends and both of them are 
t r ea t ed as par as boarders" . I regard both Hindus 
and Muslims as my two eyes" . So the admission and 
employment both are opened for non-Muslims. Tode^ we 
can say t h a t the re i s a g rea t number ofnon-Muslim 
s tudents and s t a f f members in the Univers i ty . 
Vice-Chancellor , Prof. A.M. Khusro, in h i s 
speech pointed out a t the time of A.M.U. Centenary 
c e l e b r a t i o n s , t ha t Aligarh Muslim Universi ty i s not a 
communal but a na t i ona l i n s t i t u i o n . 
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The Indian Society today is a society in 
t r ans i t ion and Sanskri t izat ion. Sriniras has 
indicated that education i s a main factor of 
soc i a l change or sanskr i t iza t ion . The mobilization 
of population is due to education and industr ies , 
A t rans i t iona l era is marked by confusion and 
conflict in beliefs which at once are the cause of 
differences in the society. 
Traditional beliefs developed under different 
conditions no longer are completely relevant to guide 
the l ives of people under radical ly changing society. 
People di f fer widely not only as to the substantive 
bel iefs required by contemporary l i f e but also as to 
the basic methods through which they believe that 
confusions and conflicts are best resolved. If the 
fu l l taks of re-education now required is to be 
appreciated, the old system of education should be 
changed far bet ter communal understanding. 
University Gaxette Sir Syed Ahmad Khans 
24-6-75 Remark 
Prof. A, M. Khusro Majmue LeiCtures 
Viee-Ohancellor P.I 98 
A.M.U. Majmua Lecturevs 
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J/ames S,Coleman suggests tbat there is some 
c o r r ^ a t i o n between competiveness in the po l i t i c a l 
sphere and the degree of economic perfoimance, but 
that even in highly competitive po l i t i ca l systems 
there i s a "tendency to^^ards unitary government azid 
heavy concentration of decision making", ana his 
second notion is that one of the prljaary avenues 
towards the achievement of higher s ta tus in develop-
ing countries i s through recuitment in to the p o l i t i -
cal or the administrative bureau Orag and that the 
attainment ofeducation is the major al ternat ive to 
varioujs essent ia l ly required needs for recruitment. 
The developing countries have t rad i t iona l societ ies 
and method of education and appointment of teaxhers 
i s based on t rad i t iona l system or hierarchy, therefore 
the leadership of the country has to perform a great 
task for education and serv ices . In this way the 
unfit persons get opportunity for services and 
education. Then they infuce the s p i r i t of ccmmunalism 
and caateism in the i r area of influence. 
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Table i.o. j Y 
Teble shows the roles of eciuctjticn in the coraiiun.aL feelings: 
Hi::]U.^  MISLTHS 
/Igree disagree Total Af^ ree ULs- Total 
1 , *..K,U, i s a sea t of 
communal tension. 63 37 100 18 32 100 
2 , Hindi i n s i i t a t i o n s 
ere the sources of 
conunun aL t en si csn ? 23 77 69 51 
A*J^~ i i_<LA v-uers spread 
hatred against msl im. 13 87 38 62 
4, Miil -chers give 
the leesoi of national 
in tegrat i on. 28 72 57 65 
5. MiaLima cannot get 
entiy in the Hindi 
organisation except 
theiy k i l l t h e i r 
conscience. 3S 65 68 52 
6, Hindis donot sent 
t h e i r d i i l d ra i t o 
<*»i>i.U. becaise i t 
i s itislim i n s t i t u t -
ion . 64 36 37 63 
7, ..... v^ if-ind of the 
a f f l i a t i cn of Hindi 
i n s t i t u t i o n s with 
.w'l.U, i s gaiuine. 50 50 17 83 
8 . MI slim should not be 
allowed fo ih i^ i e r 
edi cation. 35 65 23 77 
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HIMDU3 MUSLIMS 
Agree d i sagree Total Agree Dls - '^P^l 
9. Hindus should not 55 65 23 77 
be allowed fo r 
higher educat ion, ift 
10. Text books approved 
by the Govt, f o r 
educat ional i n s t i -
t u t i o n s cont r ibu te 
t o Hindu coomuna-
l i sm. 18 82 61 39 
1 1 . The demand of ' 
minori ty charac te r 
for A.M.U. i s 
communal. 51 49 33 67 
Education i s e s s e n t i a l l y a group phonomenon. 
I t i s no t one i n d i v i d u a l ' s e f fo r t a t understanding a 
perplexing s i t u a t i o n and h i s . p e r s o n a l exerc ises in 
a r r i v i n g a t a s tage of be l i e f which can be given the 
name i n t e l l e c t u a l s . The i n t e l l e c t u a l s perform t h e i r 
r o l e in con t ro l l i ng the s p i r i t of violence among the 
communities. Special ly in Aligarh educat ional i n s t i -
t u t i o n s have become the sea t s of tens ion . I t is» 
t h e r e f o r e , very i m p o r t a n t c r i t i r i a of research to know 
the f ac t whether the students and teachers t ry to d i s tu rb 
the peace of the soc ie ty or n o t . 
James S.Ooleman, 
The P o l i t i c a l System of the Developing 
Ureas , in Gabriel A.Mond and James S.Coleman ed, 
Pr iee ton Univers i ty I960 
P.532-544-558-559 
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A l a rge number of Hindus and Muslims of the 
Aligarh f e e l t ha t educat ional i n s t i t u t i o n s a re 
respons ib le for c rea t ing tens ion between Hindxis 
and Muslims. The respondents have d i f f e ren t opinion 
about A.M.U. in t h i s r e s p e c t , ^he majority of Hindus 
(63 Ji of the t o t a l population) a r e of opinion tha t 
the Univers i ty i s the sea t of communal tens ion but 
the Muslim group (82?^) refluse to accept t h i s a s s e r t i o n . 
S imi lar ly the quest ion was asked from respondent about 
Hindu i n s t i t u t i o n s . They have expressed d i f f e r e n t 
opinion. 77% Hindus donot agree the Hindu educat ional 
i n s t i t u i o n s create communal tens ion but 69Jt Muslims 
be l ieve t h a t they a r e . The quest ion were asked about 
t e a c h e r ' s behaviour in the i n s t i t u t i o n s . Majority 
of Hindus and Muslims have the same opinion as shown 
in the above t a b l e . The quest ions were asked about 
the admission and appointment of teachers of d i f f e r en t 
communities in the Universi ty and the l o c a l i n s t i t u i o n s . 
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64?^  Hindu respondents are of opinion t h a t they 
donot send t h e i r wards to A.M.U. only because 
i t i s a Muslim i n s t i t u t i o n while 63^ Muslims 
donot agree with i t , *^est ion was asked about 
the Muslims k i l l i n g s in reply 65 Hindus shown 
t h e i r disagreement and68Si Muslims show t h e i r 
agreement. 
!Ehe demand of the a ^ i l i a t i o n of 
l o c a l col leges to A.M.U. and the demand of minority 
cha rac t e r a re genuine. 57^ Hindu respondents showed 
t h e i r agreement and 1Q% Muslims d i f fe red from t h i s 
op in ion . Simi lar ly the re i s very minor difference 
among the Hindus and Muslims about the demand of 
minor i ty charac te r as shown in the t a b l e . 
The most important ro le of the t e x t 
boolflSKprescribed by the Govt, where 825^  Hindu 
respondents out of t o t a l population showed t h e i r 
disagreement and S\% Muslim respondents are of 
opinion t h a t these books help t o f l a r e up the 
communalism among the Hindu and Muslims. Shis f ac to r 
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shows the intensity of the disturbances in Ali^rh. 
The friction among students in the long run takes 
turn into communal conflicts as shown in the table. 
The Role of Education 
Education is a main source of communal 
disharmony in Ali^rh. Because there sure two 
section of intellectuals in the Aligarh institu-
tions. One progressive group who asserts that they 
are not ccmmunalists while the other group have 
communal learnings. According to Dr. G.K. Narain, 
the popularity of Jan Sang^ is quite natural. It is 
the product of reaction against Muslim eommunalism. 
A.M.U. is the centre of Muslim eommunalism in his 
view. A wave of fear, uncertainity and insecuri^ 
had swept over the entire country. There were 
serious communal disturbances in the country in 1946. 
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The M.A.O. College (which was es tah l i shed by S i r 
Syed ihmad Khan in 1875) was converted in to Aligarh 
Muslim Univers i ty in 1920. The doors of the Universi ty 
were p r a c t i c a l l y closed for the Hindus due t o f ea r , 
insecuri-ty and communal tens ion in the country. These 
col leges were es tabl i shed t o f u l f i l l the needs of higher 
education of Hindus of the Oity and neighbouring v i l l a g e s . 
But S i r Syed Ahmad refused to accept i t s s 
described e l s e where. 5^ere a r e only 639^  percent Hindus 
of the t o t a l populat ion who accept t h i s view but 375^  Hindus 
refuse to accept i t while 8 ^ Muslims out of the t o t a l 
populat ion donot agree with i t Mis-understanding about 
the Univers i ty a u t h o r i t i e s a t t i t u d e towards Hindu s tudents , 
and the communal tendenpy p reva i l i ng in l o c a l colleges are 
the causes of conf l ic t between Hindus and Muslims of Aligarh 
a f t e r 1947. There i s l a rge gulf between the A.M.U. s tudents 
and the s tuden ts of the l o c a l i n s t i t u t i o n s i n every walk 
of l i f e as Dr. Narain has a s s e r t e d . The eonciusion based on 
o «. „ J Thesis on changing behav-
G. K. Narain iour pa t t e rn of Sural 
, s tudents in an urban se t p . 35 
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on factsoSivJ;finures force us to believe that 
tlie causes of riots in Aligarh are due to 
the faulty system ofeducation and prevailing 
atmosphere in educational institutions in 
Aligarh. The exhibition groundand Railway 
station are the fields of battle between the 
students of different institutions. This 
conflict raps the whole district and city 
into communal tension. This type of communal 
tension disturbs the peaceful atmosphere of 
Aligarh as well as the country. The ccmmunal 
parties should not be allowed to open their 
centres in the educational institutions. The 
quota system of admission as well as appointment 
should be adopted in the local colleges and the 
Aligarh Muslim University. The atmosphere of 
good will and amity should be allowed to prevail 
among the students as well as the public for the 




Economic Aspeot of Oommunal Disharmoav 
Some one lias remark tliat if you add to this 
figure a tinch of partietism you paint a faithful 
picture of the English man and statesman of his 
day, "Said Gide and Rist^.l 
The main ob;Ject of political economy of every 
country is to increase wealth and power of that 
2 
country (AdamSmith). 
Political economy or economies is a study of 
mankind in the ordinary business of life; it examines 
that part of individual and social action which is 
most closely connected with the attainment and with 
the use of material requisites of well being. Thus 
it is on the one side a study of wealth, andon the 
other and more important side a part of the study of 
man 'Alfred Marshalli'. 5 
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The range of our enquiry becomes restricted to 
that part of sonial welfare that can he brought 
directly or indirectly into relation with the 
measuring rod of money ( A, C, ligou). 4 
Economics lays emphasis on the man power and 
the natural resources where the individuals 1^ y to 
acquire social status, fhe social status is 
messured by money. The relation of economics with 
individual is as follows-
Principles of Economics 
j^ Aired Marshall 
P-1 
Economics of Welfare 
By A. C. l i g o u . 
P.I 
Wealth of Nation 
Book 4 Chap. 5 
By Adam Smith . 
H i s t o r y Economic thought 
By Oidi and R i s t 
P.86 
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In the mean time, rapid political changes 
were taking place in the country, res\ilting in 
the independence of the co-untry in August, 1947. 
This fact ¥as naturally hailed with joy hy the 
people at large, because they felt that the many 
handicaps from which they suffered hitherto, would 
now disappear and that they would be in a position 
to achieve rapid economic progress. Independence 
meant to them the Development of the Resources of 
the country in the national interests and for 
raising the standard of living of the people, or 
in other words, the advent of a welfare state. The 
hopes and aspirations of the people were raised 
further by the lofty promises held out by the 
Congress party. Sincere in their professions, 
the Congress party thought of achieving the 
milliniiom in their time by the quickest possible 
action in all spheres of life. Their aim was to 
secure to complete economic and social revolution 
in the country by changing the existing order. 
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It goes vithout saying that coimunal disturbances 
are bo\md to stagnant the economic growth. This would 
increase the difficulties of the transition period, 
For example, the attitudes of rioters, communalists, 
faeists and capitalists to some of the changes contem-
plated were bound to be adverse, as they were threat-
ened either with extinction or with reduction in their 
profits, power and influence. To some extent the 
country is dependent on them for production directly 
or indirectly, and question therefore, arises whether 
their attitude has not come in the way of greater 
production. The proposed reforms appeared to be 
comprehensive in character, calculated to bring 
about a social and economic revolution in all the 
spheres of life. If the fascists elements are 
free in the open market that they will capture 
the market. Then the market will be under the 
influence of communalism and Fascism. The result 
will be inflation. 
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Economie institutions in complex communal 
societies donot typically define the behaviour of 
man in accordance with the theory of analytic 
economics. Production is generally for use by 
the producer rather than for sale in the market. 
0?here is little emphesis on increasing the mazimvim 
capacily the economic income or on using the most 
rational techniques for securing income. 
In a communal society, dominated by one 
association or by an alliance of several, economic 
activity may be guided by the dominant grouj* for 
their oim gains. Such ^ains may involve an 
aceomolation of economic wealth for the elite of 
the society, or economic activity may be guided 
for the benefit of the entire society. Thiis in 
the communal societies dominated by totaliarian 
states, economic activity is organised largely 
for the maximization of Urt war efficiency of the 
state. 
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In contrast to the economic system of 
communal societies, the economic relationships 
of the associational society are separated from 
the other major areas of social life, are divorced 
in certain respects from the ultimate value system 
of the society, and dominate therest of the life 
of the society. Communal societies have not 
normative pattern but they have disorganization 
in the societies. Ciommunal societies donot suspect 
law and order. The associational sbate foznulated 
a complex system of legal instituions defining 
the rights of property owners and the rules of 
contract relations, and within this legal frame 
work it was expected that there would arise a 
self-regulating economic system. Even the worker 
were viewed as businessman whose intention was to 
aell this labour at the highest possible price. 
Production and distribution were to be regulated 
by the market, i.e. by the important economic 
decisions of small competitors, each making his 
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own choice on the bas is of ca lcula ted se l f -
i n t e r e s t . No s ing le dec i s ion of any one competi-
t o r coiild s i g n i f i c a n t l y influence the market, but 
the spontaneous consequences of a l l dec is ions 
would r e s u l t i n a maxitftiMiation of income for the 
country . All economic p r i n c i p l e s are meant for 
the benef i t of man. E is wel l being i s the u l t imate 
g o a l . Now i f he f a i l s t o imbibe good values of 
l i f e , who w i l l preserve the manner of the soc ie ty? 
For, s u r e l y , the t o t a l well being of man can never 
be brought about by br inging a change in the mater ia l 
condi t ions of h is l i f e a lone . I t i s e s s e n t i a l l y in 
t h i s context t ha t the e n t i r e economic problems should 
be s tudied based on new p a t t e r n of th inking with a 
view to a t t a i n f u l l and per fec t development of man 
and h i s s o c i e t y . Today Ind ia has to face a l o t of 
problems because our s o c i a l and moial s t r u c t u r e s are 
b u i l t up on r e l i g i o u s foundat ions . We think tha t every 
problem t h a t a r i s e s or any development t h a t i s achieved 
i s Qod s e n t . 
iC" Socio Economic Change and the Religious 
"^ ' Factor in India 
By C.p.loomix, L.K.Loomis 
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Besides the teachings of Raja, Krishna, 
Vivekananda, Vishhave : and IQaliph Omer and other 
ph i losophers , and others who impresed Gandhi j i ' s 
mind were Raskin 's Uni ty . Oandhiji himself recoids 
in h i s autobiography tha t he derived the following 
ideas from Raskin 's work in the year 1904: 
1 • t h a t the good ofthe ind iv idua l i s 
contained in the good of a l l . 
2 . t h a t a lawyer 's work has the same value 
as the b a m a r ' s in as much as a l l have 
the same r i g h t of earning t h e i r l ive l ihood 
by hard work, 
3. that the life of labour«»er i.e. life of the 
tiller ofthe soil and the artisian is the 
life worth living. 
In this regard we quote here the example of 
Alfred Marshall who accepts economies as the science 
which studies welfare of man in ordinary business of 
life. But Gandhiji says that Economies hurt the 
moral well being of an individual or a nation and 
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therefore, is sin|ful.* That means economics penaits 
to supercede one person to other persons. Because 
economic competition leads to looting, arson, 
firing massacering and corruption etc. This 
creates the violent situation in the society. 
But Gandhi differs from Keynes, Marx 
and Marshall on this point because GandhiJi did 
not want to bloody revolution in the society, while 
these philosophers disregarded the moral values 
and human sentiments. 
Peace is absolutely necessary for the 
progress of the society, without communal harmony 
we cannot achieve the aim of welfare state. 
¥e give hare example of highOy equitable 
economy. It aims at achieving high level of moral 
level of moral wealth at the low level of economic 
wealth-Just necessary for the satisfaction of primary 
wants of its members viz, food, clothing and shelter. 
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And beyond tl i is I t do«a not a'^nimulato er'onoaie 
wealth. Knowing tiwit i t w i l l roae in eonf l ie t 
with the moral wealth of the (^otmtries. Shns 
i f we take the l iberty of <*on<>ievin£ *moralwealth* 
and material wealth", ae two d i s t i n c t coordinates 









idea l s ta te l i e s some where high on the 
l i n e IP and the ideal path of human progress l i e s 
w 
along the broken arrows. The progress function i s 
of the type of the curre 0 P F. Beyond the leTel 
Of primary wantsy matertai. wea^te-comes in conf l ic t 
with moral wealth of communities and the re la t ion-
ship between the two becomes universe as shown Iqr 
the se^^ent P*F of the progress funotloa. Up to the 
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the primary wants leTel, material wealth 
being minimtua necessity for living, must 
go hand in hand with moral wealth. 
The-^onoDty, since it has moved 
beyond the primary wants level, lies to the 
right of IP at any time. Let it be initially 
at G, I, So long as Gj is to the right ofP'P, 
it is possible for the economy to in^ r^ease 
moral and material wealth simultaneously and 
reach the function at ^2. At G2 however it 
faces an unpasse. If it acr\amulates material 
wealth, it must go down along the progress 
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func t ion . ^o avoid t h i s contingency, two 
a l t e r n a t i v e courses , however, a re open to 
the economy. I f you suppose tha t the count-
r i e s dont stand in the soc ie ty then i t may 
"begin to d^cumula te i t s ma te r i a l wealth 
gradual ly and move to PI and therefore along 
the i d e a l s t a t e path-second, i f while prizin^j 
moral wealth i t i s s t i l l desirous of moving 
m a t e r i a l wealth, i t may move along the path 
of s o l i d arrows. Moral wealth of communities 
i n the process may be forthcoming 
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from structure observance of the rules of income 
distribution and 'bread labour* and also of the 
equality of all types of work. If the observance 
of these rules m ^ involve a slowing down of 
'growth' along the material coordination so the 
economy will not be bothered. As it moves along 
this path, the ideai state path will go on recording 
from it, yet the moral progress will remain un-
checked, 
Aligarh is a home of lock factories, 
large number of people are earning their living 
through the business of lock making. The population 
of Aligarh is about 24 Lakh. Most ofthe people are 
engaged in steel works. Aligarh has some prominent 
businessman such as VI/B» Surendra Kumar, M/s. K. N. 
Agarwal andM/s. Azimullah etc. The local market of 
Aligarh, Bailway Road, PhoolwalcxQhauraha, Abdul 
Karim Chauraha, Bara Bazar, Sarrafa, Madar Gate, 
Manik-CJhowk, Mahabir &anj, BaraDwari are populated 
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by bxiBiuessman and tii«a« a r e a l so main business Centres. 
The r a t i o of popula t ionis Hindus dOf(> in these a-eas and 
Muslims are 20ji. Thus in r i o t s normally t h i s area 
suf fe r s g r e a t e r economic loss than any other l o c a l i t y . 
The areas of Muslim populat ion are Upper Zot , Turakman 
Gate, Usman Para and Delhi (Jate e t c . But as t h i s area 
i s not a business centre comparative lose i s l e s s than 
in the Hindu majority business Centres. Thus one of 
the s o c i o l o g i s t R.K.Merton calLs the 7 "pe r sona l i ly" , 
cause of t ens ion . The burea t ic r i t i c persona l i ty in 
Aligarh i s the cause of a l l kind of t ens ion , confli 'ttB 
and f r u s t r a t i o n s . I t w i l l be worth while to have look 
a t those persons who are i n t e r e s t e d to do communal r i o t s 
for t h e i r business i n t e r e s t and labour market. Marwelber 
shows the s t r a ined r e l a t i o n s between Catholic and 
P r ^ t £ < ^ t a n t s . , 
6 
Economics of Welfare Analyt ical Economics 
A C P«xrfiti Combridge Mass 1966 
P Wo f Harvard Univers i ty 
•^^^•^ By George Seve Eeogan 
7 P-101-05 
Preface to New Edition of ^ 
Maxweber n 
The P r o t i s t a n t Ethic and the ^ I n t e l l e c t u a l P o r t r a i t 
s p i r i t of capi ta l i sm Reinhard Bendix Maxweller 
By Ta lco t t Parsons P.421 
1937P-X7II 
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Proteetants He foxmd that relgions beliefs check 
the economio growth. 8 
He thought that the Indian disinclination to 
control the environment activity and aggressively 
was related to the Hindu disposition to endure the 
world. The social eleAtnts and processes seemed to 
be important factors in the initial development of 
rational, organisation. This encourages India towards 
rationalization or rational organisations. 
The Indian castes are divided due to the 
economic stratification, as life was graded and out 
of the mass of agriculturists, evolved the vaishyas 
the agriculturists, artisons and merchants; the 
kshatriyas, or rulers and warriors; and the Brahmins, 
Priests and thinkers who were supposed to guide 
policy and preserve and maintain the traditions of 
the nation. Below these three there were the Shudras 
or labourers and unskilled workers, other than the 
agriculturists. Among the indigenous castes and 
tribes many were gradually assinitated and given 
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a place at the bottom of the social scale, that 
is among the shudras. This process of caste 
interaction was a contineous one, The caste system 
create social tensions among Hindus. Probably the 
ruling class showed superiority and any person who 
by conquest or otherwise poissued power, could, if 
the desired to join the hierarchy as kshtriya and 
priests. This main classification of society into 
four castes are similar to Plato's four fold classi-
fication of the early Greek society. Plato recolpaised 
the four told classification of the society. !Kiey were 
treated as guardians, the warriors, theartisans, and 
the slaves. Manu gave highest position to Brahimins 
in the society in the same way as Plato assigned the 
highest position to wise men or guardian ofsociety. 
The slave had the lowest position in both the social 
and economic systems of Manu, Kautaliya Arth-Shastra 
and Plato. So the castes are divided into four 
classes of people. The social conflict can be traced 
in the Indian society from Aryan. 
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The crueial observation remains, hoirever, 
that a few membera of scjaeduled oastes and mino-
rities enjoy higher economic eybols and rank than 
many higher castes Hindus. This show in the 
relationship between lower Hindu castes and 
economic status is observed as a conflict between 
economic behaviour patterns in a competitive system 
and caste patterns, deriving from a system of social 
stratification based upon marks of colour and blood. 
In so far as the present economics of the 
caste system is concerned it appears to have been 
opeating upon two principles: that of the sanctity 
of private property and that of free competition. 
This latter aspect of the national economy and 
legal structure has given rise to the small scale 
industries and factories. These manufacturing firms 
hire labour as cheaply as they can get it, wi-Qa the 
result that in industries where Hindu workers and 
specially higher caste workers have not been able 
to establish caste labours, coloured workere are 
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employed to do auch the same type of labour as 
other Hindus. They may even be preferred to some 
caste workers because they can be hired on a lower 
wage. 
These non local industries not only 
tend to disrupt caste relations in labour but they 
put into the hands of Muslim workers money which the 
local store keepers are extremely anxious to obtain. 
Since money has the highest value in the economic 
system, it causes conflict among the two commtinities. 
Money thereby creates difficulties in adjustment among 
the communities, which seems to be essentially a 
structure of pastoral and agricultural societies, 
as compared to a msmufacturing and economy. This money 
economy like leads to the growth of group of enter-
prizers and middlemen to whom it has given rise the 
most powerful group in the production of lock and 
electrical goods because they control credit and 
therefore production to be unmindful whether they buy 
locks and electical goods from Hindus or lower caste 
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Hindus and M\aslims workers, nrhetlier they a re 
shoe makers. T a i l o r s , and Fru i t s e l l e r s or 
o thers whether they allow non l o c a l i ndus t r i e s 
to iubflirdinate the lower economic group of mino-
r i t i e s . Pro*Bipan Chandra was speaking in a 
seminar a t Amritaar where he said t h a t the Bourgeolise 
play a important ro l e in communal r i o t or s o c i a l 
t e n s i o n . Because they t r y to exp lo i t pro le tE»ia te 
c l a s s . Actually there i s a conf l ic t between two 
groups- Bourgeoise and pr^Letariate but Bourgeoise 
deshape the conf l i c t and give colour of communalism 
so they c a l l Hindu Muslim communal r i o t s . In Aligarh 
p a r t i c u l a r l y t he communal r i o t s happened on these 
grounds. The c a p i t a l i s t s are opportunis ts and they 
t r y to a v a i l the opportunity to show t h e i r monopoly 
among the communities. They have i n t e r e s t in earning 
more black money or more p r o f i t by any means. 
I t i n d i c a t e s a fundamental conf l ic t between the 
economic system and the r e l i g i o u s dogma. 
[^. Seminar on communalism in Amerltsar 
Bipan Chandra 
Nat ional HearId Paper News Paper, Lucknow 
10-6-70 
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It is essential to point out, however, 
that the modification of the caste and religious 
societies in the interest of the profits of the 
Hindu economic groups by no means have economic 
relationships. The Bourgeoise class of Hindu 
would also demand thatcheaper Muslim labour and 
lower castes of Hindu should be employed in the 
"Hindu business organisation, government offices, 
stores, banks. In the field, however, the 
interests of the employer group comes in conflict 
with not only those of the lower economic group 
of Eindxis but also with those of the more literate 
and aggressive group ofHindus. 
On the whole the Muslim economic 
condition is depressed and economically they 
are backward. They waste their leisure time 
in gossip in tea stalls, restruants, and hotels 
etc. They look frustrated bank krupt, and dull 
in all economic activities. On account of this, 
they are not able to take part freely in economic 
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activitiee with Hindus. More than 90?^  Muslims 
are socially backward due to economic frustration. 
Indies* lack of economic development should 
be attributed in considerable measure, to her poli-
tical backwardness. iVom the beginning almost until 
the end of British regime India was regarded as a 
kind of economic cmmplement to the Britain. The 
British rulers never allowed the Indian econnmy to 
grow, and they never wanted to see India economi-
cally strong. The natural consequence was suppre-
ssion of economic growth. 
There was a small class of elite, weetlthy 
people with land and property rights, which enjoyed 
a good deal of political and economic power. The 
rest-of the population fighting against natural 
odds and suffering from mass illiteracy, castfcism 
and communalism, could not march on to the path 
of progress. These people live in very lamentable 
conditions under these circumstances the citizens 
cannot be expected to be loyal to the nation. 
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The social gystera of most under developed cam t r i e s has tended 
t o peipetus te a low level of social snd econonic welfare, ^t t he 
top l e v d there i s a sinsll, wealthy aa to .cra te , chaunistic Fncism 
and usu&lly corrupt ci&ss rasde up of largely oflRnd owners, t redeis and 
Ciovt. .^. cyees. The upper cl&ss of people maintain t he i r position 
in social order through exploitation of tiie poor and low pcid workers. 
Table Ho. 
Tsblp shows the importance of economics in the Gommunf'l distrubances 
Agree ja.sagree • Ho, Agree Msagree No, 
1, Hindi woikers 
are not ge t t ing 
opportunit ies for 
emoloyment in 
i a k i m f i m s , 50 50 100 24 76 100 
2, Jiincus prefer to 
purchfise goods 
fron Hindu shops 
because tiislims 
are dir ty? S 71 50 50 
3, Hindus donot appoint 
the i'ix slims in 
t h e i r organisat ions, 26 74 36 64 
- 1 3 6 -
HIFJUS MUSLIMS 
•Agree Disagree No Agree t i lsagree No 
4* Muslims cure not 
t aken i n t o Govt, 
s e r v i o e a be'^ause 
they a r e Muslims. 19 81 74 26 
Muslims have equa l 
s h a r e s i n the e^o-
n o a i c growth but 
they enjoy l e s s e r 
p reve l egee than 
H indus . 26 74 70 30 
6 . EindTis donot g e t 
proper p r o f i t from 
economic growth 
because the ^usl im 
populat ion i s in<^re-
a s i n g l y rapidly? 33 67 17 83 
7 . Hindu i n d u s t r i e s are 
g e t t i n g a l l p r o f i t 
and a id from &ovt,27 73 66 34 
8 . fiovt. i s not f inancing 
nuBllm i n d u s t r i e s to 
s e tup new p l a n t s . 18 82 54 46 
9 . Muslims have become 
f i n a n c i a l bankimpt 
a f t e r independence.24 76 67 33 
10.Hindus are becoming 
r i c h day by day. 26 74 80 20 
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An ana lys i s of the economic depression and 
f r u s t r a t i o n are evaluat ion of persons in a p a r t i -
cu la r community which can be f a s c i n a t i n g study in 
itsown way. The ana lys i s shows the dif ferences of 
opinion on the economic issues among the two big 
communities. A la rge number of Sindus donot agree 
t h a t Muslims' economic pos i t i on i s not b e t t e r t ha t 
of the Hindus and the l a r g e s t percentage of Muslim 
respondents are of opinion t h a t they suf fe r from 
economic f r u s t r a t i o n as shown in the t a b l e . 
The r e l a t i o n s h i p of Hindus, and Muslims in 
r e s p e c t of employment and purchasing power i s l i k e 
t h i s t h a t 50?^  Hindus and 50ji Muslims respec t ive ly 
do not agree with the item and they gave nothing 
important on the above ana lys i s the quest ionnaire 
show agreement and disagreement of the opinion of 
the respondents . In t h i s connection the hypothesis 
i n d i c a t e s the important r o l e ofeconomic f ac to r in 
the communal r i o t s . After independence i t has become 
a problem for Muslim to face t h i s c r i s i s . 
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Significance of the EcQixonir; factor 
"Happock found that the social status of 
occupation was directly related to degree of satis-
faction."'^ 
••Mecrormich suggests that individiials seek 
in their job a status that approximates their current 
goals in their work situation, and the lack of recog-
nition of this fact Can easily create personal Preb-
le 
lems" ^ 
The people earn money for the satisfaction 
of their primary needs. The role of man is known 
by his status. Economics helps him to express his 
role and status in the society. The status fixes 
the stratification of the society. If he is not 
getting any satisfaction for his job, he will involve 
himself in conflict frcxa home to community. The 
economic factor breeds the differences in the 
attitude, behaviour and way of life. 
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Tlie racial, colour, caste commimal and political 
war depend on mutual respect and regard between tlie 
eommunities, because the people show their domination 
and monopoly on the community and the individual. The 
hoarding of money is yet another cause of friction. 
So the importance of economic factor is increasing 
day by day in the society. After Independence the 
Hindus think to regain their lost status and feel 
that Muslims were the raiders and the looters of the 
Indian property-Muslims are economically frustrated 
due to the abolition of Zamidari and migration of 
Indian Muslims to Pakistan on a major scale. Creation 
of Pakistan is responsible for the economic debacl 
between the two largest eommunities of Aligarh. 
Iconomic factor i« the most important factor 
of the conflict and tension, The conflict and \m-
equal distribution of income always strained and 
caused tension on htunan minds. The Hindus opinions 
about the economic factors which are received from the 
reBpnndents show that economic factors donot effect 
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on commiinal tens ion but tiie Muslims opinions regarding 
the economic f ac to r s i nd i ca t e the importance of economic 
depress ion and f r u s t r a t i o n among the Muslim community. 
They consider t h e i r l i v e s as well as property unsafe 
du r ing communal d i s tu rbances . 
1(^. Happock 
Job S a t i s f a c t i o n 
Harperthy 
Ijt* -Psychology of Indxistrial 
Ee l a t i on . Making the 
Best ^iployee choice 
Mecormich 
Mcgren H i l l . N.Y. 
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Giii^ iPTfiii Vr 
SoeiaL aspect of comnund^ r i o t s 
(iiistory i s ant i t h e s i s of sociology.') Ri^^toiy 
ind ic s t e s the relst ict i of sociology with %thropology 
I t Max shows the h i s to r ica l fects behind the problan, Forces 
of relifdon, p o l i t i c s , and economcs together phepe the 
human society, (The re l ig ious , p o l i t i c a l and economic 
wnr effects human mind in terms of the cons t rac t ion 
and dest iuct ion,] The sociology indicates the repercussion 
of the conf l ic t . The group conflict end the groip tension? hsve been 
describfd in different w ^ s . 
rrhe individual action creates FOdsl problem, 
By nature men hss differ^-nt a t t i tudes and l ives in 
d i f f t ren t environaents guch individaal a t t i tudes 
gradually take the shape of group a t t i t u d e s . 
- U S -
Conflicting a t t i tudes of individuals in a group, 
family, or community then create atmosphere for 
confrontation with other comm\jnities. The war may 
be in family, caste or cofflmuhitiesj) The euithropolo^, 
h i s to ry , p o l i t i c s , re l ig ion, ethic and economic causes 
the social as well as economic problems of the commu-
n i t i e s . (The r e su l t of this conflict shows the migra-
t ion , unrest , mobilization from lower s t r a t a to upper 
s t r a t a and the l i f e of the communities become disturbed. 
The sparkling of conflicts develops due to psychological 
as well as sociological effects on the society and the 
/ 
individual minds. Rogers the -Psychiatrist interest-rdng 
approach is in a s c i en t i f i c , unmissionary-like s p i r i t ^ 
Certain r e a l i t i e s of national po l i t i c s must be accepted 
as dogmas, specif ical ly the existence of d ivers i t i es 
of in te res t among communities, and human ignorance 
visa vis the question of how to createpeaceful condi-
t ion and maintain them with these considerations firaqf 
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in mind, the sociologists can make important 
contributions to the study of community character 
violence and i t s causes, the behaviour of individuals 
in groups, decision making, p o l i t i c a l systems and 
i n s t i t u t i o n s , (itoerican Psychologists af ter a r e -
search have concluded an adultsaggressiveness is 
posit ively related to his preference for violence. 
This they demonstrated on the te levis ion the youngester 
of 8-9 years age and further more, that his preference 
for violence during th i s c r i t i c a l period i s the one 
cause of h is aggressiveness**. Mul t i s naturally 
inclined towards aggression.^ 
(The impact of assessed anxiety on physical 
£i-^gression were studied by the psychologists and socio-
logis ts in a reaction time task under conditions of 
increasing attack from "antagomist". High anxious SS** 
are found to set less intense shocks for the i r enemies 
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than low enxioas S.S when sttBck wss l e s s than rn x.-'nirn, 
..i.-r^  a t tsdc reached the nv^xirmin Bllowed by the procedurps, 
no differences were observed,^ I M l e previous studies h^ve 
observed high s t a r t lOteCHii^ end greater ^ R " reacting 
for low than for h i ^ anxioas ""^S" , the opposite ves 
found both in the over a l l range of *!Ifi* leve ls snd 
in the ^ a * responses of theee groups t o the task 
inEtruct ions . High anxious *S£* were also observed to 
hsve greater over aLl skin condictfince ( SC ) ranges in 
th i s study. Reward for higher shocks intensit iefi r e t , 
Ubmpares concepts of a ^ r e s s i v e energr pre ins t inc t ive 
animal passion, snd conditional responses in several theories 
of human aggression. Froinm locks closely a t the concept of 
cherecter i n his s u ^ e s t i c n , i n s t i n c t provides a defensive 
aggression but mans extra a g r e s s i o n , that which can make him 
deptiuctive 
1 . Bogers «nxiely Aggression snd ftiysiological aroused Jcumal 
of eKperimental iSeseerch in Persctiality Vol,5 Sept. l97l 
P. 223-232 iJengerink H.4, , 
2 . Ihe hvich from in Bieoiy of figgression 
3. Em Yoifc Times Magazines a i e 27, 72, P .U,15,74,76,80. 
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and cruel more than most of the mammals is rooted 
in his character*. Observing that there are wide 
individualat dl^erences in character. PromWidescribes 
three character structures - sadastic, necrophilic, 
and boredom and interprets the roots of their aggre-
ssive behaviour. Boredom, he suggests, may be ""the 
most important source of aggression and destructive 
tendency**, a second block of trials, the ordering of 
attack aggressor' fires and victim last was maintained 
the subject in each condition. Pear aroused was strong3^ 
elicited in the subjects in part because the aggressor 
now had the last chance to shock them. A broad interr 
disciplinary effort is getting underway to explore the 
biological nature and origin of violence. '•The approach 
transcends the traditional cleanage between theetholo-
gists and sociologists- the former favouring a hereditory 
and the latter an environmental explanation of human 
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violence. The two approaches are° inter wined, 
because "the environment itself can leave a 
physical imprint on a developing brain". Child's 
up bringing is thus of crucial importance.(The 
maehanism that infciates and controls violence 
lies in the limbic system of the brain: the main 
organ of both calmness and rage is the hypothala-
mus is, the amygdala restrains these impulses; the 
septumo in events both messages; the cerebullum 
filters sensory impulses> The hippocampus, a 
short term memory bank, is also involved in still 
unknown ways. Using electrodes inserted in animal 
brains, scientists can induce or stop aggressive 
behaviour at will, A tumor in the sypothalmus or 
a±B|i the amygdala can turn a peaceful person into 
violent in the first two years of life. Normal 
pathways in the brain donot develop in children s< 
deprived 
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Bandura demonstratedin children, using inflated 
plastic '•Bolio dolls'* violence in children or 
adults can be set off by seeing Tiolenoe on . 
lilm by the presence of fire arms in the room 
(even if not used in the attack), and by witnessing 
real life violence.^ Male sex hormons in puberty 
stimulates aggressiveness in adolescent boys, ¥e 
need find out if "men through conscious control and 
training can override the physiological changes 
involved in afcress ion". 
3 
In 1934, Moreno, a Psychiatrist , introduced 
an interesting technique for studying the orgsuiisa-
tion of social groups. He called the technique and 
the theoretical structure on which it was built" 
Sociometry". Moreno asserted that a social group 
has stability only if the internal arrangement of 
the group is satisfying to its members. If they 
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donot satisfy then they establish smaller groups 
and they like to live separately one! but corrective 
surgery is still controversial, as is the use of drugs 
which minimize the neurotrans mitter chemicals. Senetie 
determinants of violence are still unknown although the 
Y 
effect of the extra chromosome has been prominently 
mentioned as a factor in violence. But this is not a 
simple effect - it depends on whether the XiY male 
inherited the extra Y chromossome from peaceful or 
aggressive father. A certain strain of mice (DBA) 
have a genetic defect in the hippocampus which makes 
them diispectible to epileptic seizures and uncontro-
llable rages} some patients whose brains were stimu-
lated in the same circle also were violent though 
previously mild mannered. Subtle forms of brain damage 
are probably wide spread in the poptilation, accounting 
not only for many crimes, but also harmful delusions. 
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Some brain abnormalities are traceable to the 
lack of love and physical handling of the infant. 
India is a big country. She hae many 
problems for example, economic problems, Industrial 
problem, marketing problems et<^ . The population of 
the country exceeds 60crore and this population is 
divided in to more than thousand castes cuxl many-
religions. But we get conflict only among two 
communities. These are Hindu and Muslims. Th^ are 
not prepared to accept the supermacy of one over the 
other. In pre independence period Britishers were 
rule.^ rs and Indians were subjects. Britishers did 
not like to give any chance of development of healthy 
social relations between the two communities. Maciver 
4 
and Page told us that society is the treb of social 
relation. We observe the role of Sindu and MtuBlia 
in society. We find gap of hatred, grudge, fmstra-
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tion and misunderstanding amongthem. "Soeigj. 
problems are behaviour patterns or conditionB 
that are considered objectionable or undesirable 
by many members of a society. These members 
recognize that the corrective policies, programmes, 
and services are necessary to cope with and reduce 
the scope of these problems. Richard 0, Puller 
5 -?• " 
and l^chard My res in "Some Sspects of a theory of 
social problems", say that, "when individuals 
differ from individual to individual and society 
to society that means there would be clashes among 
the people. Clashes depend on the nature of the 
society. The society may be stratified on commu-
nal or economics basis, When the stratification 
may be developed, the competition, domination, 
and supermacy may be developed in the society." 
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"L»iarx i s of opinion that tlie clasiies are found in the 
soc ie ty due to the lack of d iv i s ion of labour and weal th. 
The p r a c t i c a l s t rugg le of these p a r t i c u l a r 
i n t e r e s t s , which constantly run coxmter to the conmunal 
and i l l u s o r y communal i n t e r e s t s , make p r a c t i c a l i n t e r -
vent ion and control through the i l l u s o r y general i n t e r e s t " 
i n the form of the s t a t e . The soc i a l power, i . e . the mul t i -
p l ied productive fo rce , whidi a r i s e s out of the cooperation 
of d i f f e ren t ind iv idua ls as i t is determined within the 
d i v i s i o n of labour , appears to these i n d i v i d u a l s , since 
t h e i r cooperation i s not voluntary but un-rVvatural, not as 
t h e i r own linited power, but as an a l i e n force ex i s t ing 
oat Jids them, ofthe o r ig in and aboutthe end of which they 
are ignoran t , and which they cannot con t ro l . 
4 . I n t e r Group Tension 'Society ' ' 5 . Richard C.Puller 
^ MACIViiR and Page and Richard Myres, 
o' KarlMarx and Pr iedr ich Bngles. Some Aspect of a theorys 
The German Ideology in Basic Socia l Problems. American 
Writings on P o l i t c s and Philosophy Sociology 
Marx and Engles ed, I .S .Puer Garden Review Febr. 1941 P.24-35 
Double Day and Co; 1959 P.253-256. 
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ilietoiy i s the past sociology and i t t e l l ? us the 
past soc3.el system. The histoxisnn t ? l l us tha naases 
of GoraniinEl confl ict due to domlnsticn and cait:-ci, o 
f>n« commurjity ov.sr the oth?r. 
Accci'Ging ' L\^' (. , the fsqi ly groips •••:!•? th?» un?'''.? 
aocibty. Ffmily u.n:.ts :f1.irtlicr J'^ -v-^ lop in'''.o rvxci-j 
coraplc:x •:' ci EQ. orgsrdsstionE r^jc" inrt l ' tut ionr. , ^ rd rl 
order i s the fur ther devslopnffiit of the family order. 
In ftraily there i s natural afffcticn betvem i t s m«?mbersi 
In s well ordered and harmonious comiTunity also the 
se i r i ehn?;,3 Of i n d i v i d i r i s i s cheGked end i s r^ot allowed 
to give in to coflununai differences through eff»=G+5ve 
methods of social control . 
Socisl theoiy and social 
stiutdbiere 
group behaviour Mertar 
8 
Dedaretion of r.merg?ncy 
landustan Times Delhi 
26,6.1975 
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Now in the light of the above notions the 
Declaration of Emergancy by the President of 
India Shri Fakhruddin Ali Ahmad is perfectly 
Justified and theactionsof Prime Minister Shrimati 
Indira Gandhi are commendable under the tune of 
disorganisation and communalism in the coiintry. 
The sociologists are pleased to appreciate the 
actions of Smt. Indira Gandhi as Prime Minister 
for the benefit of the people of India. Historical 
back ground of the down fall of Muslim emperialism. 
has thus been explained. Britishers were rulers and 
Indians were ruled. They had captured power from 
Muslim imperialists Hindus were in majority in 
population. In this period both were victimized of 
frustration. This spirit was developing day by day 
and in the end the two brothers were involved in 
conflict. The conflict ultimately took shape of 
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communal tension on tlie basis of separate socia l 
t r ad i t ions . In other words we can say that anomic 
came in the way of social hehavioiir. 
In th is connection i t i s bet ter to quote 
9 
the writings of parsons restructuring of Merton's 
paper on "Social s tructure and Anomie". Parsons 
writes that "what Merton ca l l s , 'conformity* i s 
clearly what we here mean by theequil ibriated condi-
t ion of the interact ive system without conflict on 
e i ther side or a l ienat ive motivation, if we give 
the equality "Rebellion" and i i i ena t ion and "Conformity" 
ani "Equilibrium". If th i s element we find in the society 
there would not be equilibrium and pleasant atmosphere. 
Modem sociaiogists donot accept the theoiy of social 
deviant due to socia l change but i t breaks down the 
chain of social r e l a t i ons . 
-15*-
The entire concept of deviant behaviour or social 
disorganisation itself rests in a faith because coarmunal 
riot's importance depends on the study of the situation 
and statement from the point of view of established unity 
as to the sanctity of private property, and act of commu-
nalism might increase in the same way asan act of politi-
cal rebellion, e.g. the physical damage involved in the 
"Freedom Riders" actions. If the individual or group is 
prevailing devaince or anomic in the society, there would 
be lawlesness and disorganisation in the society. This 
behaviour may lead to looting, arson, firing and massacring. 
The result would naturally be loss. As a reaction of these 
abnormal activities that section of the people wou3jd be 
frieghtened, frustrated. Because the industrialists, 
not 
capitalists, artisons and manufacturers would/like to 
stay under these circumstances and the best technicians 
would like to migrate from here to anywhere, where they 
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get peace and claA. Thus the coimtry where such 
conditions prevail would be backward, economically, 
social ly and p o l i t i c a l l y . This i s a great internal 
danger to the nation* 
Some democratic s ta tes have exhibited such 
such p l u r a l i s t i c tendencies that they offer to the 
world a picture of near anarchy. They seem to speak 
to the world with conflicting voices and to 4iGt as if 
one agency or factor does not know what the other hand 
i s doinc»..(In) some.. .s tates integration i s so poor 
that other s ta tes must deal with pa r t s , ra ther than 
10 
with a f i c t i t i ous whole, if diplomacy i s to be effective* 
The main minority problem of India centres aro\ind 
Muslims, who are both a rel igious aai a l ingu i s t i c minority 
though they are not mentioned as such in the Consitution, 
I t is necessary to discuss present soc ia l relations of 
Hindus and Muslims, 
The unfolding of t h i s phenomenon t o the century of 
p o l i t i c a l awakening in pre-independent India has been 
put before the publ ic by many scholars and was a l i v e 
132 
t o p i c of controversy for some years before independence. 
But we have to study the s o c i a l r eac t ion of communal 
r i o t s and the consequent f r u s t r a t i o n of Muslims, Madhok, 
Leader of Jan Sangh ass\irhed on communal tensions and 
r i o t s in Parliament t h a t Muslims a t t a c k f i r s t a t the 
time of communal r i o t s . He doubts i t i s a psychological 
f a c t o r t h a t when an ind iv idua l f inds himself he lp less and 
suppor t i e s s in the face of a danger or k i l l i n g , he w i l l 
take i n i t i a t i v e . 
Violent behaviour i s i t s e l f t ens ion manifesting as 
conf l i c t and s o c i a l dev i a t i on , and affords the most danger-
ious s ign of lack of s o l i d a r i t y . I t shows inef f ic iency , 
9 .Socia l Theory and Socia l 10. The Government 
S t ruc tu re Group Behaviour Process Minority Problem 
New York Ix i shna . 1939 P.27 
Merton Arnold Wolfer 
P.253 1951 P-66 
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disgracefulness of the communities. The following 
types of tensions are found in India: 
1. Linguis ti c 
2 . Regionalism 
3 . Hindi and Urdu conf l ic t 
4 . I n d u s t r i a l conf l ic t 
5 . Socia l conf l ic t on the gro\inds of 
customs and t r a d i t i o n s inc luding 
castes and community or group. 
6. Religious and feste t e n s i o n . 
12 
Dr. N.R. Saksena, Soc iao log i s t , defines s o c i a l 
c o n f l i c t , which has g r ea t s o c i a l importance i s i n t e r 
group tens ion between two communities, Hindus and 
Muslims, which i spopular ly known as communalism". In 
the wake of recent 'communal' r i o t s in Aligarh there 
has been considerable th inking on t h i s sudden spur t 
of v iolence and ser ious ef for t s a re being made to probe 
in to the cause of recurrence of communal t rouble a t 
frequent i n t e r v a l s in our soc ie ty . I t might be possible 
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to check the r i o t s in fu tu re . The Indian s t ruc tu re 
of the soc ie ty i s highly d ive r s i f i ed and an s t r a t i -
f ied organ isa t ion which has allowed various cas t e s , 
creeds and r e l i g i o n s to coexist through out her 
h i s t o r y t o cons t i t u t e a uni f ied whole i n s p i t e of 
so many d i v e r s i t i e s , ye t t h i s harmony i s sha t te red 
by the communal t e n s i o n . That would be the cause 
inheren t in our s o c i a l and c u l t u r a l s t r u c t u r e tha t 
c rea t s such tens ions leading to v i o l e n t con f l i c t s . 
Dr. R.N.Saksena says t h a t i t i s no use 
blaming the MT:u3lim comm\anity for fomenting communal 
t roub le i n the country. The Indian Mohammadan provides 
U8 with a unique phenomena. He i s e s s e n t i a l l y the 
product of Indian s o i l and our c u l t u r a l h a r i t a g e . I t 
may be tha t he i s the h e i r to Arabic inf luence, steeming 
from the Boly Quran and i t s ideology. But what needs 
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to t>e emphasised, in addit ion, is the Indian in te l lec tua l , 
soc ia l and customary differences are found in Indian 
soc ie ty . 
A sociologist cal ls i t molifury, violent 
explosion of the subdued hatred and h o s t i l i t y against a 
person or class of persons. Desire to destroy others is 
never accidental or occasional. I t is a long persis tent 
acquired habit of hatred which makes man violently destru-
ct ive. Every ci t izen grows in the atmosphere of his coun-fafy, 
the atmosphere of social contact, re l igious teaching, contem-
poraiy po l i t i ca l thinking and the collective way of l i f e . If 
t h i s atmosphere is of hate and h o s t i l i t y , opposition and 
controversy, rupture and breach, the poison of destruction 
wi l l be the f i r s t acquis i t ion. 
12. Inter group Relation and • Communal Riots in India 
National Integration in Samprads^ak Tirodhi Osanitttii 
Indian Society New Delhi 
R. N. Saksena. 
13 
Shiva3i Bao Ayde give^ "tlie c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of 
r i o t e r s (1) Mental abnormal (2) r i o t e r s are victims 
of provocation ac t i ng as t o o l s , instruments and agen t s . 
(3) the l a s t category of r i o t e r s are those people who 
are sheer spec to tors and s ight seers but lend s t r eng th 
due to t h e i r presence in the mob. But the Pubjab High 
Court in Durgadas Sohan Lai and others Vs The S ta te 
(1960 Cr . l . J .647) has l a id down t h a t : 
"A person who encourages or promoted or takes 
p a r t in r i o t i n g , whether by words, s igns or 
ges tures or even by wearing thebadge or ensignia 
of the r i o t e r s beco^aes a r i o t e r f o r i n t h i s case 
a l l a re deemed p r inc ipa l s on the other hand a 
mere presence without encouragement i s not enou^ ' 
to establish!Ci.iiBingtlity»». 
13 . Shivajifiao Ayde , 
Commx&Lal Riots in Ind ia , Sampradayak** \/7y(:>ol^ 
14. Const i tu t ion of India ^^^ Delhi . 
Nagpur 1954 
P-677 
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Tkus any at tempt to creat commiinal r i o t s or 
communalism in the soc ie ty i s a s o c i a l crime. The 
involved persons are l i a b l e to be prosecuted in the 
court of law. Because court of law are the s e a t of 
s o c i a l j u s t i c e or s o c i a l reforms where the people 
ge t l e g a l redres and they save the deviant behaviour 
from man t o man. The l i f e of the people may be 
saved by giving them l e g a l p r o t e c t i o n . 
The cons t i t u t ion of India defines minority" 
any sec t i on of the c i t i z e n s . . . . having a d i s t i n c t 
language, s c r i p t or c u l t u r e " , and guarantees to i t in 
A r t i c l e 29(1) " the r i g h t to conserve the same language". 
At l e a s t in four other Ar t i c l e s the word minority occurs; 
i n two of which, Ar t i c l e 30 (2 ) , i t i s specif ied as 
"based on r e l i g i o n or language". In other two. Ar t ic le 
350 and 350(B)(1), we find the mention of "L igu i s t i c 
minori ty groups" and " l i n g u i s t i c m i n o r i t i e s " . I t i s 
thus c lea r tha t for the cons t i t u t i on of India minor i t ies 
based on cu l ture or race or " n a t i o n a l i t y " are non 
e x i s t e n t , they are based only on languate or r e l i g i o n 
and by impl icat ion on both in combination. 
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The League of Uations have given the sectirity 
to the minorities "the interests of inhabitants differing 
from the majority of the population of the states in race, 
language or relition", the League of Nations recognizes ohly 
racial, linguistic or religious minorities. 
The principal rightsof racial linguistic or 
religious minorities werei-
(1) Nationality:- a person who resides in a particular 
territory or horn of parents living in that territory 
(2) Life, personal liberty and freedom of worship enti-
tling all inhabitants to the "free exercise, whether in 
public or in private, of any creed, religion or belief 
whose practices are not enconsistant with public order 
(3) Hqual rights for all (4) Nationals belonging to 
minorities shall have "an equal right to establish, 
organise and control at their own expenses charitable, 
religious and social institutions, schools and other 
educational establishments", and to use their oMn language. 
(5) Oovt. shall not impose any restriction on the activi-
ties of the minorities specified in above. (6) State shall 
give facilities to use the language in the Court and in 
other use. (7) Govt, woxxld provide all possible m±i 
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f o r cha r i t ab le h o s p i t a l s and pub l i c u t i l i t y 
i n s t i t u i o n s of m i n o r i t i e s , (8) In the case of 
Muslims in Albania and Greece the S ta t e takes 
measures" to decide quest ions of family law 
and personal s t a t u s to be regulated in accoffdnce 
•with Muslim usage. 
The t h i r d ordinary Assembly of the 
League of Nations thus declared the du t i e s of 
m i n o r i t i e s : 
1, The Primary r i gh t of minor i t i e s to be 
get p ro t ec t i on from the League from oppression. I t 
a l so emphasizes the duty incumbent upon persons belonging 
to r a c i a l , r e l i g i o u s on l i n g u i s t i c minor i t i e s to coope-
r a t e as loya l fellow c i t i z ens with the nat ions to whida 
they belong. 
15. Michael Nomic League of Nation 
The New Rela t in tson in imerioa 
Theology by Michael Nomick 
Commantaries by Earnoyeox 
Dam i e l CiollahanThan 
P-442 
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2 . The s e c r e t a r i a t of the League, should not 
only a s s i s t the council in the study of complaints 
concerning in f reac t ions ofthese t r e a t i e s , but should 
a l s o a s s i s t the council in a sce r t a in ing in what manner 
the jfcrsons belonging to r a c i a l , l i n g u i s t i c or r e l i g ious 
m i n o r i t i e s perfoim t h e i r du t ies towards t h e i r s t a t e s . 
In our country we are facing a number of 
d i f f i c u l t i e s to remove the s o c i a l conf l ic t anong Indian 
S o c i e t i e s . There a re many castes amongtlindus who say 
tha t they are minor i t i e s because they a r e t rea ted l i k e 
second class c i t i z e n s . Ear i j an and Scheduled Castes 
a re mentioned among those . Gandhiji and highest ranking 
Congress Leader made attempt to i n c l u i e them in the Hindu 
Society but he f a i l ed due to Hindus s o c i a l r i t e s and 
cutoms. Ambedkar dectLared tha t the Ear i j an may be 
converted in to Budhism. He pressed the people to remove 
u n t o u c h a b i l i t y . 




Vlaen India became free a l i t t l e over 2^ years 
ago, administration devolved on persons who cherished 
the idea of social j u s t i ce . They set together to frame 
the constitution of India. They t r ied to make consti-
tut ion on the basis of classless society. The framers 
of constitution emulated the exemples of Budha, 
chaitanya, Vivekanand, Sabindra Nath Tagore and Gandhi, 
and eschieved a l l that of rigid reprissive and react-
ionary in ihe class and caste mentali ty. Ttiis new 
a t t i tude has been f ocussed in the preamble of the 
consti tut ion which pin points "Just ice socia l , economic 
and po l i t i c a l ; l iber ty of thought expression, belief, 
f a i t h and worship, equality of s ta tus and of opportu-
ni ty and promotion of "f ra terni ty assuring the dignity 
of the individual and the ixnity of the Nation". 
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The constituional sanction for safe guarding 
the in te res t of the minorities is the out come of 
good sense and pragmatism. Par t i t ion of India was 
a pointer to show that under these fcircumstanoes 
the Hindu Muslim unity was d i f f i cu l t . The motoiting 
unrest among the Muslim and scheduled castes who 
are half of the t o t a l population of India isa r e -
act ion of pa r t i t i on . 
(^ f the so d a l fmistration and pessimism 
hanker on the minds of the minori t ies , the Swaraj 
can-not bring true happiness for the society a t 
l a rge . The objectives are ( l ) The t e r r i t o r i a l 
so l ida r i ty of India(2) Democracy (3) Secularism 
(4) the s o c i a l i s t i c pattern of society . 
In tackling the problem of the minorities and giving 
them adequate protection in terms of the provision 
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of the cons t i tu ion a l l these object ives have 
been kept in view. The main idea i s tha t 
the minor i t i e s should have a sense of 
involvement in the a l l ro\ind a c t i v i t i e s of 
the country. They should not f e e l h e l p l e s s , ani 
hope less , being cut off from the main stream 
of n a t i o n a l l i f e . I f they are allowed to 
d r i f t away they w i l l not weaken the s o l i d a r i t y 
of the country but w i l l a l so be a source of 
danger t o the co;jntry's peace and progress , ! 
There i s , however, a modified opinion 
i n some quar ters whida has been ap j ly expressed 
by a member of the Commission on Untouchabil i ty 
s e t up in 1969, in the following words," I f e e l t h a t 
the aspect of un touchabi l i ty has been too much 
exaggerated 
17. Krishna K.B. The Problem of Minority 
1939 
P i 27. 
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I am not saying t h a t there i s no untoudhabi l i ty 
in the cotintry. I mean only t h a t economic and 
educat ional development of scheduled castes 
a re the major problems and untoudafcbility i s 
only a secondary one. Once, we a re able to u p l i f t 
and p a r t i a l l i t y w i l l automat ical ly d isappear . I t 
i s , t h e r e f o r e , absolute ly e s s e n t i a l tha t t h e 
Central and the S ta te governments should immediately 
adopt measiiTBS fo r economic, s o c i a l and educational 
18 
betterment of these unfor tunate communities". 
Dr. Ambedkars and Dr. P a r i d i ' s approach to 
the subjec t was i n t e M v e . They were of the opinion 
t h a t the l o t of the backward people shoxild be improved 
in such a way as to take them f i t for top p o s t s . Appare-
n t l y t h i s w i l l p ro jec t a new image and pave the way fo r 
indigenous l e a d e r s h i p . 
T i . I .H. Qureshi. The Muslim of the Indo 
Pakis tan Sub Continent 
1947 P.248 
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The Direc t ive Pr inc ip les of the cons t i tu t ion 
a l so lay down tha t the s t a t e s h a l l endeavour" to 
promote the welfare of the people by securing 
and p ro tec t ing as e f fec t ive ly as i t may be s o c i a l 
order in which j u s t i c e , s o c i a l , economic and p o l i -
t i c a l s h a l l be uniform f o r a l l the i n s t i t u i o n s of 
l i f e . These p r inc ip l e s inc lude , amongst o t h e r s , 
promotion ofeducat ional and economic i n t e r e s t of 
Muslims, Har i jans and other weaker s e c t i o n s . 
Ctommunal organisa t ions of the socie ty never 
made an at tempt to involve people in the na t iona l 
problems with the r e s u l t t h a t of the socio-economic 
refoitns a re lacking in the country. At the time of 
e l e c t i o n communal p a r t i e s r a i s e the comm\inal slogan 
before publ ic and tension r i s e s . Thus there was a 
f a r g r ea t e r tendency for c a r e e r i s t s and opportxmities 
to en ter these o rgan iza t ions . There was a se t back 
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before the p a r t i t i o n t h a t Ahrar and Jamaatul 
Ulma could get popula r i ty among the Muslims. 
Al l the remedies of t h i s s lackness are to 
provide opportunity of jobs in pub l i c and 
p r i v a t e s e c t o r . The r a t i o of the employment 
should depend on populat ion b a s i s . 
(The oppressed class i s fyt^strated 
because t h i s c lass f ind themselves suppor t less 
and he lp l e s s in the s o c i e t y . The events of 
commimal r i o t s i n Aligarh show t h a t Muslim 
Community i s f ru s t r a t ed eduactionally, economically, 
p o l i t i c a l l y as well as s o c i a l l y . They a r e fea r fu l 
and they cannot express t h e i r ideas openly in the 
pun l i c and in the Govt, s e c t o r s . This i s a l so the 
cause of backwardness which i nc l i ne s the Muslims 
towards quar re l a f t e r independent. 
Tlaere i s s o c i a l d i s i n t e g r a t i o n among t h i s 
community. The Eindu Community of Aligarh 
have not only f u l l sense of s e c u r i t y , and 
havA ample chances fo r unabated progress , 
hut they th ink th^y belong to r u l i n g c l a s s . 
These f ac to r s evoke the people towards s o c i a l 
t ens ion . An«wers to the quest ion ind ica te the 
s o c i a l f a c to r of conf l ic t between the two 
commxmities."\ 
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Table f l e t h (|V) ebovs " t h e Role of S o c i a l Hindus Problem". 
HINDUS MUSLIMS 
Agree D i s a g r e e T o t a l Agree Die - Tota l 
ag ree 
1 . S o c i a l i n s t i t u t i o n s 
a r e founded by r e l i -
g i o n i s t s who p r o p a g a t e 
comm\malisni. 49 51 100 26 74 100 
2 . Muslim c u l t u r e i s 
s o u r c e of communal 
t e n s i o n . 31 69 18 82 
3 . Muslims sviffer from 
s o c i a l f r u s t r a t i o n . 26 74 66 34 
4 . Crimes ani d e l i n q u e n -
c i e s a r e d e v e l o p i n g 
among Musl ims. 38 62 50 50 
5 . Sucide cases a r e among 
H i n d u s . 28 72 27 73 
6 . Muslims donot have good 
i n s t i t u t i o n s a b o u t Hindu 
women. 32 68 14 86 
7 . Purdah i s a s o u r c e of 
communal t e n s i o n . 19 81 9 91 
8 . Muslims a r e s u b j e c t e d 
t o s o c i a l i n j u s t i c e s . 22 78 72 28 
9 . Groondas a r e t h e sou rce 
of communal t e n s i o n . 7 93 54 46 
10.Hindus m a i n t a i n s e p a r a t i o n 
w i th the Musl ims . 15 85 60 40 
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11 . Muslims are l i b e r a l 
with the Hindus in 
t h e i r behaviour. 30 70 74 26 
The above ana lys i s of the da tas show the 
s ign i f i cance of the s o c i a l problem among the Hindus 
and Muslims, The quest ion was asked by the researcher 
about s o c i a l i n s t i t u t i o n s . The next item i s about 
Muslim f r u s t r a t i o n where 749^  Hindu respondents are of 
opinion tha t Muslims a re not vict imieed by the f r u s t r a t i o n 
and 6696 showed t h e i r agreement. The most s i g n i f i c a n t 
quest ion was asked i f the Muslims were subjected to 
s o c i a l i n j u s t i c e s . 78^ Hindus out of the t o t a l population 
donot agree with i t and 72^ Muslims a s s e r t tha t s o c i a l 
j u s t i c e i s denied to t haa . The next quest ion was 
asked by the researcher t h a t i f the goondaism i s the 
source of loo t ing arson and k i l l i n g . The reply of 935^  
Hindu respondents was in negat ive but549S Muslims 
r ep l i ed in p o s i t i v e . 
The item was about Hindu separa t ion with the 
Muslim, 85^ Hindus did not agree whida i t and 60^ 
Muslims showed t h e i r agreement. 
This i s the importance of the question where 
10% Hindus out of t he t o t a l population show t h e i r 
disagreement and 74?^  Muslim respondents agree with 
the view expressed in the ques t ion . On the whole 
the Hindus and Muslims have the same views and 
a t t i t u d e s as shown in the t a b l e . They agree t h a t 
they have no d i f ference of opinion regarding s o c i a l 
system as the majority of the members of each 
ciMimunity have expressed t h e i r views as shown i n 
the t a b l e . 
The ques t ionnai re shows t h a t Hindus opinion 
t h a t s o c i a l aspect of r i o t s does evoke the tens ion 
among the communities. But the Muslim group expressed 
t h e i r views t h a t s o c i a l aspect of the communities 
l i v i n g toge ther was a faibtor of communal tension as 
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wel l as s o c i a l tension in the commvinities. 
The d e f i n i t i o n , h i s t o r y and the 
s ign i f icance of t h i s f ac to r show the causes 
of group tens ion among the ccxatminities. The 
groupism i s the creat ion of s o c i a l d i so rgan i -
s a t i o n . The family and coilmunity organisa t ion 
generate the corrupt ion, r ap ing , crimes and 
su ic ides ahd violence in the s o c i e t y . The 
inequa l i ty in the soc ie ty i s the pess imis t i c 
aspec t of the communities l i f e , where the 
camntinity adopt the aggressive a t t i t u d e . This 
i s s o c i a l anomic in t h e s e c i e t y . The empir ical 
study i nd i ca t e t h a t there i s big gulf between 
Hindus and Muslims. The di f ferences e x i s t 
becauseof the di f ference in the way of l i v i n g 
customs, languages and t r a d i t i o n s as shown i s 
evident from the t a b l e . The communalism i s found 
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among the few of Hindus and Misslim who are conser-
v a t i v e and backward or p o l i t i c a l l y depressed. 
Suggestions made by Hindus and Muslims for united 
communal r e l a t i o n s 
Suggestions Hindus Muslims 
1. Fr iendships should be among 
both communities. Yes Yes 
2 . Mutual understanding. Yes Yes 
3 . Religious education should be 
compulsory. Yes Yes 
4 . Under ce r ta in l i m i t a t i o n of 
p o l i t i c a l freedom. Yes Yes 
3* G-ovt.should watch t h e a n t i s o c i a l 
a c t i v i t i e s . - Yes 
6. All Miislims should be converted 
i n to Hindu Yes -
7 . Prevent Pakis tan provocation Yes "Fes 
8 . Proper d i s t r i b u t i o n of Income 
and property to the communi-
t i e s , - Yes 
9« Ctontrol on Press freedom , - Yes 
10. Equal employment in Pub l i c and 
P r iva t e s e c t o r s . - Yes 
1 1 . Proper r a t i o in Pol ice and o ther 
Departments fo r employment. - Yes 
12. Education pa t t e rn should be 
changed and democrat ic . Yes -
13. Re-wri t ing of His tory in the 
l i g h t of communal harmony, - Yes 
-17g-
Suggestiona HINDUS MUSLIMS 
14, A peace ccaaniittee should 
be organised. Yes 
15. A.M.U.should be under the 
cont ro l of Muslims. - Yes 
16. Govt .should piinish the 
elements of C.I.A. and 
a .B . Yes Yes 
17. Re-union ofIndia and 
Pak i s t an . - Yes 
18. Both Communities should 
have arms and ammunitions 
for defence. - Yes 
19. Muslims should accept India 
as Mothea?-land.$ Yes 
20. Hindus should t r e a t with 
Muslim b ro the r ly . - Yes 
2 1 . Communal pa r t i e s should 
be banned in Ind ia . Yes 
22, Text books should be 
democrat ic . - Yes 
25 . All th ings should be 
n a t i o n a l i s e d . Tes Yes 
24. Soc ia l system should be 
f ree from P o l i t i c s . Yes Yes 
25 . Quata system should be in 
Admission and employment 
in a l l i n s t i t u t i o n to 
mainta in peace. Yes Yes 
-179-
The suggest ions from Hindus and Muslims 
a r e not over lap ing . We observe b e t t e r in s igh t 
image of the t y p i c a l Hindu minds than tha t of the 
Muslim from the suggest ions put forward by these 
communities of Al igarh . The samples came equal 
for both the communities but the suggestions of 
Hindus are p a r t i a l and tha t i s not i n t e l l e c t u a l 
d e f i c i t on the pa r t of Muslims due to the majori ty 
in popula t ion . In the l i g h t of the suggest ion we 
can b r ing about communal harmony in the s o c i e t y . 
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Conclusion 
CoaitQunal t ens ion , the we l l known concept 
of group tension; has been the subject of 
through study by na t iona l and I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
o r g a n i s a t i o n s . Tension takes the fom. of 
c o n f l i c t , and violence but y6. Indian communal 
r i o t s are exclusive problem for Indian l i f e . 
The reason f o r the exis tence of such group 
tens ion amongst the various r e l i g i o u s 
I 
l i n g u i s t i c , cas te , economic, s o c i a l and 
reg iona l s t r a t a of Indian soc ie ty may be 
jtraced in P o l i t i c a l developments in the Country, 
the case of Hindu Muslim r e l a t i o n s in p a r t i c u l a r 
h i s t o r i c a l back ground should a lso be taken 
in to cons idera t ion . 
-J«l-
Tensions are universal phenomena of 
human l i f e . In whatever f ie ld or area of 
human l i f e they exist or have existed, 
thei r coming to the fore-front and various 
problems ar is ing out of this behaviour need 
through research. In ter group prejudices 
are often due to mutual ignorance about 
the bright side of each other ' s rel igious and 
cultural heritage which is due to each group 
l iving in i t s own a i r - t i g h t she l l of ignorance 
resu l t ing in social i sola t ion and f rus t ra t ion . 
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In t]a4s connection I ^^y n a r r a t e the 
d i s i g n a t i o n which p r e v a i l s the s p i r i t of ha tered , 
grudge and communilisia among the coomuhities in 
var ious pa r t s of the country. 
Apart from confering the undegnified 
e p i t h e t s of ka f i r s and melechas on &adi o the r , 
Muslims and Hindus show t h e i r mutual animosity 
and in to l e rance in severa l other ways too . MusliniB 
are named by d i f f e r en t terras of contempt by t h e i r 
Hindu compairiots in the various regions of Ind ia . 
In Punjab, U.P. Bihar and H.P.Hindus usua l ly ca l l 
Muslims as Moalas, in Bengal and Assam s t a t e s as Mians, 
ves 
in Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh as Tulkas. Hindus themsel-
- 18i-
in nor th and cen t ra l Ind ia «re s imi l a r ly referred 
by MxaBlims and other non Hindus as Banias ani 
Dhoti Prasad e t c . P a r t i c u l a r l y in A l i ^ r h Hindus 
name Muslims as Mism or Hales and Muslims only say 
Kerndhu (Hindu)• 
Because of the Problem of communal r i o t s 
and communalism the coimtry has to face d i f f i c u l t i e s 
and losses of good w i l l a t the i n t e r n a t i o n a l l e v e l . 
The r s u l t i s t ha t Indian Demoracy i s looked down 
upon as mis honour by the wes te rn -coun t r i e s . The 
f a c t i s t h a t i n t e n s i f i c a t i o n of communal elements a 
f ree hand in the country. The f a i l u r e in fac t leads 
to a quest ioning of the conscious of the leaders in 
accep t ing the p a r t i t i o n of the sub-cont inent on terms 
which have not solved the socio-economic problems 
for which i t was sa id to be the remedy. 
- 1 8 ^ 
Indeed the conditions of comm i^nal exclusiveness 
and d i s t r u s t whicli eventual ly culminated in the 
p a r t i t i o n in 1947 a re beginning to build up again. 
1. The condit ion of s o c i a l i n j u s t i c e s provided 
grounds for genera t ing s o c i a l t r ens ion among Hindus 
and Muslims. 
2 . The comparatively simple but sent imental 
a t t i t u d e aga ins t the Muslims. 
5 , The Kumours fan the tens ions and create 
f r u s t r a t i o n s . 
4 . Muslim comm\mity i s vict imized to the extent 
of depress ion and Hindus fear the Muslim Ea j . 
5 . Tke empir ical study show the s igni f icance of 
both the problem in the s o c i a l system. 
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The study is based on the Religious, 
P o l i t i c a l , Economic, Educational and -Social 
issues in the socia l re la t ion of two communiti«s. 
The empirical study on rel igious issues 
indicated importance on the basis of re l igion. 
Bjrt the study clearly shows the basis of oommunalism 
and ooTttmunal tensions in the society as table Ho.two 
shows. 
The position today i s that p o l i t i c a l parties 
organize themselves in order to further their own 
plans for the formation of a G-ovt. of the i r own 
idea l s . These po l i t ca l ac t iv i t i e s of different 
par t ies are recognised in democratic coun t r i^ 
Without any objection. Not only th is that the 
party holds i tee l f in readiness to take over the 
re ins of &ovt. but i t continually s t r ives to 
influence thepolicy of the party in power. 
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In India p o l i t i c a l part ies and po l i t i c a l 
movements have so common po l i t i ca l idegdogy and 
therefore they s t r i f e hard to maintain the i r 
separate i d e n t i t i e s . Yet th is has not prevented 
the par t ies from he coming strong. Here the 
balance t i l : t s definitely in favour of the po l i -
t i c a l pa r t i e s . The p o l i t i c a l part ies are the 
resu l t of the different po l i t ca l idealogies of 
the different communities and therefore they 
expli t the weak in the name of re l ig ion, caste, 
region and language e t c . The object ofpol i t ical 
par t ies is to creat soc ia l and commiinal problems 
for capturing the power as i s evident from empirical 
No 
study in the t a b l e / t h r e e . , 
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The conomic problem i s the most important 
problem of s o c i a l l i f e . Money i s the purchasing 
power of commodities. I t i s the measuring rod 
of human p r o s p e r i t y . I t i s obvious from the 
varying a t t i t u d e s of the communities t ha t a 
consesus among them in r e l a t i o n to Hindus and 
Muslims w i l l notbe easy. 5}here i s a big gap, 
f o r ins t ance , between the i n d u s t r i l i s t s and 
workers and consumers. The p o l i t i c a l pa r t i e s 
gamble with the l i f e of the people in the name 
of economic problems. The caste and group problems 
a r e based on economic fac to r s as the h i s to ry of 
Hindu r e l i g i o n t e l l s us t h a t the Hindu Community 
i s divided in to Brahmins, Kshatr iya , Vaish and 
Shudras. In India Muslim s o c i e t y , i n s p i t e of the 
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f a c t t h a t Islam bel ieves in I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
brotherhood also came under the impact of 
Hindu casteism. 
The conf l i c t of i n t e r e s t casts i t 
shadow on t r a d e i n t e r e s t s and r e l a t i o n s 
between the two communities increas ing influence 
of the communal r i o t s took shape of a common 
stand aga ins t Muslims and minor i t i e s otheri 
and the same i s the case with the p o l i t i c a l 
cons idera t ions of the p a r t i e s . The table No. 
four shows the s ign i f i cance of the economic 
problems for the two comnunities. The Miislims 
take i n i t i a t i v e in the commianal r i o t s due to the 
fea r of property and l i v e s both. 
-189-
The most important aspect of l i f e i s 
eduoation where d i i l d ' s c iv i c sense i s 
developed under the guidance of t eache r s . 
The teachers are more reasponsih l e fo r 
shaping the Career of a hoy than h i s pa r en t s . 
Many people have blamed the educat ional 
i n s t i t u t i o n s founded with communal consider-
a t i o n s and where p r e f e r e n c i a l t reatment i s 
given t o the s tudent of a p a r t i c u l a r community 
or r e l i g i o n . P a r t i c u l a r l y in Aligarh we have 
ibeen the primary and secondary data about 
the s tudents conf l i c t between l o c a l colleges 
and Aligarh Muslim Univers i ty whiiWi often 
leads to communal tens ion as shown in the t ab l e 
No. f i f t h . Unnecessary involvement of the 
-tao-
l o c a l co l l eg i a t e in the A.M.U. a f f a i r s i s 
harmful for the n a t i o n a l u n i t y . The comrau-
n a l i s t as well as l o c a l p o l i t i c i a n s explo i t 
the s t ra ined r e l a t i o n s of the communities as 
a r e s u l t of r i o t s . The t e x t books, mi s in t e r -
p r e t a t i o n of h i s t o r y and preaching communal 
doc t r i ne s in the c lass by the t ead ie r s a re 
the sources of spreading hatred grudge and 
communaliam among the s t u d e n t s . 
The causes of the s o c i a l problems 
i n India are not new but i t i s a wel l known 
concept of the Indian h i s t o r y . The European 
and American co\mtries have the problems of 
colour , creeds in the s o c i a l li:ffe and often 
these problems take the shape of v io lence in 
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the western cotmtries "butin India we face 
the problems of castes, re l igion, s ec t s , 
regions and languages e tc . and these 
problems create an atmosphere not conduct*e 
for peaceful l iv ing . The an t i - soc ia l element 
exploit this s ta te of af fa i rs to fan tension 
which definately resul t s in r i o t s . The reasons 
may be the tranaft>rmation, sanskr i t i z i t ion , 
westernization and evolution of society. They 
often create the urest in the society . The 
ultimate resu l t of th i s social a t t i tude is that 
i t leads the society towards arson, loot ing, 
pros t i tu t ions Jui^nili.delinquencies and hetrogenity 
from persons to person e tc . 
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The influences of these happenings a re 
the u l t i i aa te r eac t ion on oppressed people in 
I n d i a . Most ofthe people are oppressed due to 
the p o l i t i c a l , educat ional economic and s o c i a l 
i n j u s t i c e s but they think tha t t h e i r backward 
condit ion i s the r e s u l t of the organised communal 
v i o l e n c e . They refuse to bel ieve tha t the r i o t s 
a re not planned and organised. So the two biggest 
coamianities of Aligarh even a f t e r the fi©t«^caust 
have cccured do not consider the xinfortunate 
i nc iden t s as something i n e v i t a b l e . I n - f a c t , the 
responses of the two communities from the same 
l o c a l i t y unknowingly i nd i ca t e an urge for coopera-
t i o n and co-existence which disprove the differences 
- 1 9 ^ 
and c o n f l i c t s indicated in responses from 
members of the two communities a f t e r the 
communal r i o t s . The Government machineries 
and peace committee have fa i l ed to control 
the communal d is t \ i rbances . The s u ^ e s t i o n s 
can he seen in the t h e s i s for the s o c i a l as 
well a s u p l i f t of the country. The people 
a r e much worried on account of na t iona l d i s -
i n t e g r a t i o n . Most of the members of both 
the communities want to maintain peace and 
order and exchange the sentiment of brother 
hood fo r t he i r good w i l l and happiness . 
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S.No. Item i' 
HTi.nJS MUSLIMS 
i g r e e J2Lsagree A.gree Elssgree 
jjcu you think Feptivsls are 
as source of ooiaaicf-l r io t s? 
Ho you think Moscjies/temples 
are the sourcee d£ connunEl 
l i o t s? * 
Do you think itaLiglOTi I s curse 
for nptioKsl Integrat ion? 
Ji) you think Loud nusic ringj.ng of 
bel l i'nd singing before rQosqua.s 
are the. pcurces of communal r io ts? 
Do you think I s laa i s an alien 
religion? 
Do you think re l ig ious prf^rdiing 
i s tlie source of conmun-'iL r io ts? 
Do you think iSS and JemmPat Islamie 
encournge oomaunfi r io ts? 
8 Do JO'JL think Hindis h'-ve greater 
tolerance than liuslims? 
9 Do yoa think liislims do not take 
psr t in Hindis festiv&ls and 
t h e i r cu l ta ra l ac t iv i t i e s? 
10 Do you think Hi slims do not l i k e 
Hindi religictti and i t s t radi t ions? 
11 Do you th ink I4aslim ctilldrsn from 
the veiy beglning ere taught 
to b? sn enemy of HindusfS««AP 
l86 
P 0 L I T I G 
S.No, I t a n s 
flo you think '•tisllnis are ncft safe 
in India? 
J3o you think Crovt. i s i n t s r fo i ing 
in your re l im.a is affairs? 
IJO you think ^ v t gives 
t^«portanc6 t o the riislims 
for the scke of t h e i r votes? 
Do you think creation of 
Pakistan i s responsible for 
comrounal tsnsicn? 
ito you thilnk comoansi feeling 
of the Hindis responsible for 
the crhP.tion cf Pakistan? 
6 M you think Hindus have some 
fsfcrs from tne Hi slims in IndLs? 
7 ito you think oovt. gives import 
anae t o Hindus because they are 
in laej orl ty? 
8 Ito you thinlc sotne foreign c a m t r i e s 
are intfirepted in spresdirig 
cooimur.al tensicaas in India? 
9 ik> you think communal r i o t s are 
preplanned and orgf^nised? 
10 ito you think Ml slims -re victimized 
on thtj occasicK of conuainsl r io ts? 
HlliJUS mSLIllS 
'.gree DLsagroe *\gree Uis agree 
IQ? 
i l 30 yen think foalty leadership 
i s a carse of comnunal ten si ens? 
12 Jjo yea think Hindus openly IdLll 
the j'iislims a t the time of 
cofflinanfil r iots? 
13 ik> y"ix think J'uaLims sre solely 
responsible fyx- ooiQimn-l .dot;-? 
14 i you tl 'ik ^ v t . also books 
coiuiainal tensions? 
15 Do yoi think III slims sre appef'sed 
by the present Govt, s t th^: cost 
of Hindis? 
16 £o yoi think Govt. h> i . I J I I 
knowledge of those 'iio i n s t i g a t e 
comnunal tensions but remains 
vciccncemed? 
17 do yox think i 'oiica i s inf fec t ive in 
Goritx-Qlling GorojiimHl r io t s? 
18 i c you think HlndaE suffer o 
grt.'T.ter '-ccnordc l o s s pt t h e 
time of common El adots? 
38 Bo you think ^hslims regard the 
Arsbisn countries fis t he i r home 
land and ere d is lcyr l to India? 
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Agree disagree 4gree Disagree 
S.IJO, Jt^T.8 
Do 3'on think A.M.U. ig s seat 
of caiiiminel ttr^sion? 
io you think Hinda i n s t i t u t i o n s 
are tiie sources of communal 
tensions? 
Lo you tliinlc Hindi tcaohers 
sprend hstar-^d egcinst Itislims? 
4 i)o you tiiink l>ii slims Ibeaohers 
give the lesson of Kstional 
integrjitdcn? 
5 i)o you think i-lislims can not g^t 
sntiy in the Hincu organisations 
except t h ^ k i l l i t iclr con 3 ci an a el 
Do you think Hindis do not '^<^iii 
tlicic di i ldren t o *^i>>i.U. becaise 
i t i s Ml slims in s t i t u t i on? 
Bo you think the demand of t he 
{iffill.-^t..i.rr of Hinda i n s t i t u t i o n s , 
•with *uiI.U. i s ganuine? 
8 iio you thiak xusiims shaild not os 
ullowad To/ Id ih:: edacition? 
io you. think Hindis iiiai.'id not b -
3ilowed fc his/her sduoetion? 
10 £0 you 'nink ttsxt bocks spproved by the 
Govt for »='ducsticaial i n s t i t u t i o n s cent? but© 
to Hindis coianunalisin? 
11 £0 you think the d i< id )•;' a\<ioAt\r 
chsrscter for a.H.U, i s comtiunsl? 
189 
fi 0 0 14 0 M I G S 
S»Ko. Items 
1 Do yoa think Hindus voricers are not 
gettj.n^ opporti.tr, • V" •; f i r 'uployment 
in I'iislim finns? 
ib joa t.laink Hindi.'* pr^-f. J' t c purchase 
goods from Hindi sliops becaise 
Mialims an; dirty? 
ijo you think Hindiildonot appoint t h? 
i'hfilims m the i r organisfition^iac 
Do you think iiislims fu-v not taken 
in to govt, services becmse t h ^ 
are i'ii slims? 
Do yea think i'hi^lims }) rvc cqi*<l shares 
in the econonics gro^^h but they en^oy 
l e s s e r preveieges then Kindus? 
do yai t;iin3c Hindis do not get proper 
profi t from scaiouiic growth b^cfHise 
the i'iislira population i s increasiagLy 
io you think Hindis indus t r i es nre 
g6tt:,r.g prof i t tind aid from Govt? 
J^ you think Govt-. 1?, -lOt fiiv-ncing 
I'iiala/n indus t r i es to s t t up nev plf^nts 
9 Do you think >li slims hnve become 
f iiu- n ci rl h^-. /ic iv. ^  -1 J f t e r i nde p en dt n ce? 
10 i>o you think Hindus ere bscornir.g lach 
day by day? 
HiiJnis; MJSLIM? 
Agree Dlspgree Agree Efi-spgree 
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S O G I i k i l i l i l M 
HBJiUS MLT SLIMS 
i Lo ycxi think social i n s t i t u t i o n s ere 
fcLuidsd byraLigionists who propagate 
coraaunali cjra? 
2 Do you think i4aslira cul ture ip source 
of conLiun?il tension? 
3 Do you think iiiel: as suffftx '"'•oia 
social f ius t r s t ion? 
4 Do yea think c i laes and delincjiencies 
are developing fmon-? Mi slim;?? 
5 Do you think socide cases are found 
among liinuus? 
6 Do you think Mislims donot h^v: good 
intension about Hindu.? ijomenl 
7 £0 you think Kirdsh i s s source of 
Of iiunal tension? 
8 Uo you think Wislims fire subjected to 
sociid in jus t ices? 
9 Do you think gocndas are the source of 
communal tension? 
10 £0 you think Hindus nentain sepsrf-tion 
vi th >Ju slims? 
11 ijo jox uhink mslims nra l i b e r a l with 
iiincus in the i r behaviour? 
Pleas© give in short the ceuses of cotiLtunal ^ 
r i o t s and tensioof^ and suggest±HH in shoi*t &ome of . . . . * 
the rtaiedies Wiich you think woiid itanimize the . . . • 
coaiJiunt-1 ten?icop and ccn f i i c t s . 
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